


Micropuzzles 
J. J. Clessa began writ ing puzzles for fun with a monthly series 
'Clessa 's Clou' - in Computing magazine in the early days of that 
periodical ( 1973). Later he added an additional feature - 'J . J .'s Gems' 
- in which he presented his favourite puzzles, some of which are 
included in this book. However. after about four years, during which 
Computing became an extremely successful commercial venture , 
pressure of other work forced him to Quit. 

In 1979 he was asked by the then editor of PCWto write a monthly prize 
puzzle and 'Leisure lines' was born, and has continued to the present 
datp. with a monthly prize puzzle. 

Currently, in addition to pew, J. J. Clessa writes a column, 
'Oiversions', in the weekly periodical Computer News . 

J . J. Clessa is a management consultant by profession and lives in 
Harrogate. North Yorkshire. but spends much of his working time in 
London. The name J . J. Clessa is an anagram composed of the initials 
01 his wife. two daughters, and himself, as this book·s dedication wilt 
reveal. 
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Introduction 

The problems in this book are intended not for the 
mathematician but for the home computer amateur. 

No specialist mathematical knowledge is necessary for the 
majority of the puzzles - merely a logical mind, the ability to use 
the microcomputer, and a degree of perseverance. For even the 
most difficult of the problems, '0' level standard in mathematics 
should be adequate. 

The puzzles are of two types - quickies and more difficult 
puzzles. 

The quickies (which are often more difficult than the so-called 
'difficult' problems) should be answered in not more than one 
minute each, and I warn you that there are several 'trick' 
answers. 

The more difficult puzzles could take quite a bit longer, and I 
would hope that each one would offer you a pleasant evening 's 
entertainment, and also give you quite a bit of practice in using 
your microcomputer. 

I have enclosed a couple of sub-routines to give you the idea: 
- one to generate successive primes 
- the second to test for a palindromic number 

I would suggest that you convert these to your own BASIC 
language (they are written in MBASIC) and make them the start 
of a library of problem solving routines - to which you could add 
your own creations as you generate them during the course of 
solving the problems in this book. 



Finally , answers are given to all except, of course, the three 
problems comprising the prize trilogy (even the quickies have 
answers, in response to pleas from many pew readers) , and 
where applicable I have given explanation of the method of 
solution. But - a special plea - if you decide that you can't do any 
problem, give it one more try before you go to the answer. In that 
way I guarantee you will maximize the fun you will get from this 
book. 

J . J . Clessa 
September 1983 
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Prize puzzle competition and draw 

First prize 

A new ACT Apricot' 
plus 

20 runners-up prizes of 
annual subscriptions to 
Personal Computer News 

How to enter 
• Solve the three Prize Puzzles on the following pages 
• Complete the entry form at the back of the book, inserting the 

answers in the allocated spaces 
• Return the entry form to : 

Micropuzzles Competition 
Pan Books Ltd 
18-21 Cavaye Place 
London SWl 0 gPG 

before midday 31 January 1984. 

Prize draw 
• Only correct answers to the three Prize Puzzles will qualify for 

the Prize Draw to take place on 31st January 1984. 
• The winners will be notified by 7th February 1984 and the list 

of winners will be available atter this date from Pan Books. 

"The Apricot is the first fourth generation personal computer. The first 
prize includes keyboard (with buill·in microscreen) , monitor, dual disk 
drive systems unit offering 630K of storage and full supporting 
software. Approx. total retail value: £3000. 



12 Prize puzzles 

Rules and conditions of the 
competition 

All entries must be made clearly in ink or ballpoint pen and must be 
submitted on the entry form provided at the back of this book. 
Incomplete, illegible or spoilt entries will not be considered, nor will 
entries submitted in any form other than on the official entry form. 

2 The closing date for receipt of entries is 31 st January 1984. 

3 Each entrant may only win one prize. 

4 The competition is open only to residents of the UK and Eire, 
eXCluding employees and their families of Pan Books Ltd, VNU 
Business Publications and the authors and agents of Ihe 
Pan/Personal Computer News Computer library. 

5 All entry instructions are deemed to form part of the rules and 
conditions of the competition. 

6 Proof of posting is not acceptable as proof of delivery. 

7 No cash alternatives will be offered, and only correct entries will be 
awarded prizes. 

8 No correspondence will be entered inlO. 

g The judges' decision is final in all matters relating 10 this competition 
and draw. 

10 All entrants will be deemed to have read and agreed by the rules 
and conditions of the competition. 
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1 The hymn board 

1 1 1 

5 3 1 

5 9 4 

5 1 2 

6 3 2 

Several times during the long boring sermon , J . J . Clessa was 
tempted to close his eyes and doze, but he was afraid to do so in 
case he snored and drew attention to himself. 

So he exercised his mind by looking at the numbers on the hymn 
board. There were five three-digit numbers as shown, but as 
J . J . realised, they could also be construed as three five-digit 
numbers by reading the board downwards instead of across. 

In fact. he further calculated that if he divided each of the three 
five-digit numbers by his house number, he always gol a 
remainder which was equal to the door number of his brother's 
house. 

What is Clessa's house number? 
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2 A well-concealed message 

This is an alphabetical puzzle - do I hear groans? - but before 
you can attempt it you'll need to have the hymn board numbers 
sorted out (see prize puzzle 1) since this puzzle is the second 
stage of the prize trilogy - each successive problem being 
dependent on the solution of the preceding ones. 

v y T S N N 0 F 

E A H T E A T N 

W T E E 0 R I N 

S A N I M E E T 

R A M 0 U T S G 

E S E E C N N C 

R 0 0 E N O. N E 

0 L E V N 0 N W 

Using the Clessa door number to help you find the starting letter 
on the a x 8 grid shown, move the appropriate number of 
squares vertically and/or horizontally, forward andlor backward 
(but not diagonally), and you will end the move on another 
square. You then repeat the procedure and so on. 

The letters arrived at at the end of each move will spell out a 
message which you will need for the final puzzle. Each square 
may be landed on only once, although you may pass over a 
square any number of times. 

By the way, please don't ring in to ask what the appropriate 
number of squares is for each move, you've already had the 
clue. 
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3 A game of Scrabble 

I was idly arranging the tiles from my Scrabble set on 10 the 
board, when I realised the possibility of a dastardly problem. 

I created a crossword in true Scrabble fashion using only a 
lO x 10 section of the board, All the words were in common use, 
and they all interlocked, as per Scrabble rules. Naturally, every 
square didn't contain a \ile - I'm not thai good at crosswords. 

I then added up the tile values, ignoring double and treble value 
squares and other Scrabble bonuses, and found that the column 
totals from left to right were: 

16, 15, 10, 20, 10, 15, 8 , 15, 11 , and 18, respectively. 

The row totals, from top to bottom, were similarly: 

14,10, 7 , 27,8,11, 12,22, 11 , and 16, respectively. 

The grid did not contain either of the blank tiles. 

Can you reconstruct the letters in the grid? 

For the benefit of those of you who do not possess a Scrabble 
set, the tiles are as follows: 

Number of tiles 
1 only of J , K, Q , X, 2 
2 only of S, C, F, H, M, P, V, W, Y 
3 only of G 

6 only of N, R, T 
80nlyofO 
9 only of A, I 

4 only of D, L, S, U 

Total of 98 tiles. 

Points values 
1 pi A, E, 1,0, U, 

L, N, R, S, T 
2pls D, G 
3 piS S, M, C, P 

12 only of E 

4 pis H, W, F, V, Y 
5 pis K 
8p1s X, J 

10p1S Q, 2 
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18 Quickies 1-3 

1 

A two-digit number, read from left to right , is 4.5 times as large as 
the same number read from right to left. 

What is the number? 

2 

Three men are in a restaurant. The bill comes to £30, so each 
man gives a £10 note to the waiter. 

The waiter takes the bill and delivers the payment to the 
manager - who decides that he 's overcharged so he gives the 
waiter £5 to take back to the men. 

On the way back to the table , the waiter dishonestly pockets £2 
of the £5 for himself, and give each man £1 back only. 

That means that each man has paid £9 - making a total of £27. 
The waiter has £2, the men have paid £27 ... that comes to £29. 

What has happened to the missing £1? 

3 
Only one of these five statements is correct - which is it? 

(1) Only one of these statements is false. 
(2) Only two of these statements are false. 
(3) Three of these statements are false. 
(4) Four of these statements are false. 
(5) All five of these statements are false . 
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4 

Which number when added to 5/4 gives the same result as when 
it is multiplied by 5/4? 

5 

Two English coins add up to S5p. One is not a SOp piece. What 
are they? 

6 
Not so much a problem , more of an outrage. You have only thirty 
seconds to complete the following Irish crossword, so don't pull 
any punches. 

Clues across 
(1) Hit hard. 

, 
, 
, 
• 
, 

(2) A party drink. 

, , • 

(3) Often in seaside shows. 
(4) Use for making holes. 

, 

(5) What conductors do to tickets. 

Clues down 
(1) Vegetables. 
(2) Female sheep. 
(3) They lay eggs. 
(4) Often sailed on. 
(5) Dropped by Cockneys. 
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7 

A girl has as many sisters as she has brothers. But each brother 
has twice as many sisters as brothers. How many brothers and 
sisters in the family? 

8 

A train leaves Edinburgh at 8.00 a.m. and travels to London at 
60 mph. At 9.00 a.m. another train leaves London and travels 
towards Edinburgh at 90 mph. Which train is the nearer to 
London when they pass? 

9 

If the only sister of your mother's only brother has an only child , 
what would be your relationship to that child? 

10 

Not a puzzle for the health addict. 

A man buys a carton of 200 cigarettes, and every day he smokes 
seven cigarettes tess than the day before. Eventually the day 
arrives when his quota is down to one cigarette - which happens 
to be all that there is left in the original carton. 

How many a day was he smoking when he bought the carton? 
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11 

An old chestnut. 

If a brick weighs seven pounds plus half a brick, what is the 
weight of a brick and a half? 

12 

There are eight oranges in a box. How can you divide them 
between eight people so that each person gets one orange, and 
one orange is still left in the box? 

The oranges must not be peeled or cut. 

13 

Jack's famous beanstalk doubled its height every day. After 
twenty-one days it was as high as the town hall. After how many 
days was it half the height of the town hall? 

14 

Some ducks are marching across a path. There's a duck in front 
of two ducks, there's a duck behind two ducks, and there 's a 
duck in the middle of two ducks. 

What's the least number of ducks that there could have been? 
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15 

If a hen and a half lay an egg and a half in a day and a half, hall' 
long will it take twelve hens to lay twe lve eggs? 

16 
Here's a simple multiplication problem in which each letter 
represents a different digit. Can you solve it? 

IF x 
AT 

FIAT 

17 

How many triangles are there in this figure? 

18 

One ninth is two less than a third of one half of X. What is X? 
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19 

Which number, when added to twelve, gives the same result as 
if it were multiplied by six? 

20 
Which are there more of: 

(a) square yards in a square kilometre, or 
(b) millimetres in a mile? 

21 

Write down the next number in this series: 

18. 46.94.63. 52. ? 

22 
Rearrange the following letters so as to form one word: 

NEW DOOR 
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23 
Two trains approach each other from opposite directions. One i! 
travelling at 50 mph, the other at 70 mph, How far apart are the~ 
fifteen minutes before they meet? 

24 

There 's a three digit number which: 

if you add seven to it it divides exactly by seven; 
if you add eight to it it divides exactly by eight; 
if you add nine to it it divides exactly by nine. 

What is the number? 

25 
Write down eleven thousand, eleven hundred, and eleven. It 
doesn't divide exactly by seven ~ agreed? 

26 
There is one word on this page which is spel! incorrectly. Can 
you find it? 
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27 
A man is standing on a railway line and hears a train coming. He 
runs for safety as quickly as possible. However, he first runs 
twenty yards along the track towards the oncoming train . Why? 

28 
Three boys have twenty conkers between them. Billy has three 
more conkers than Alan, but five fewer than Charlie. How many 
conkers do they each have? 

29 
A snail climbs up a greasy flagpole twenty feet high. He climbs 
three feet each day but slips back two feet each night. He starts 
at daybreak on 1st February. When does he reach the top? 

30 

The big hand of the Big Ben clock weighs 1200 Ib, and the hour 
hand weighs 700 lb. What is the total weight of the hands? The 
answer is not 1900 lb. 
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31 
A man drives to work at 30 mph. How fast would he have to drive 
back in order to average 60 mph for the two-way journey? The 
answer is not 90 mph. 

32 
Two women sell 60 Ib of tomatoes in the market. The first woman 
sells half of them at 31b for 50p, making £5 in all. The second 
woman sells the other half at 21b for 50p, making £7.50, giving a 
total of £12.50 between them. 

The following week they decide to sell their produce jointly, and 
so they fix the price at 5 1b for £1 . Once again, they have 60 Ib to 
sell. However, when all the tomatoes have been sold they find 
they have only £12 between them and a quarrel ensues as to 
where the extra SOp went. 

Where did it go? 

33 
How is it possible to be on board an ocean liner, sailing from 
Newfoundland to Ireland , and yet to be never more than two 
miles from the nearest land? 
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34 
Using standard mathematical symbols, e.g. +, -, x, etc. , 
rearrange four fives to equal the numbers one to ten. For 
example, 5/5+5- 5= 1, 5/5+5/5=2, etc. 

35 
A newlaid egg drops six feet directly above a concrete floor 
without breaking. How is this done? (And it's not hard-boiled.) 

36 
If it takes four men eight days to dig four holes, how long does it 
take one man to dig half a hole? 

37 

Name two Olympic events in which the winner crosses the 
finishing line facing backwards. 

38 

What is special about the number 8,549, 176,320? 
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39 
There are two stalls in a market selling apples. Stall A sells them 
at three for lOp, stall B sells them at two for lOp. On Monday, 
each stall sells 300 apples, therefore stall A collects £10 and 
stall B collects £15 - a total of £25. 

On Tuesday, each stall again has 300 apples, but this time both 
stalls decide to combine and sell at five for 20p. At the end of the 
day, all the apples are sold but they find that they only have £24 
to be shared between them. What happened to the extra £1? 

40 
If you could fold a sheet of rice paper one thousandth of an inch 
thick exactly fifty times, how thick would the resulting wad be? 

41 

Which weighs the most, a pound of feathers or a pound of gold? 
The answer is not that they both weigh the same. 

42 

A saucer is floating in a bathtub. Which raises the water level 
more - dropping a penny into the saucer or into the bathtub? 
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43 
Find the next number in the series: 

1,2,3,5, 7,11,13, 17, 19, ? 

44 
A simple number crossword, 

Across Down 
(A) A square. 
(C)A/3. 

(A) B down - C across + 22, 
(8) Multiple ot 13. 

45 
Find the next letter in the series, (A clue: if you can't do it, ask a 
five-year-old child.) 

A, E, F, H, I, K, L, M, N, ? 

46 
A man leave his house and walks one mile due north. He then 
walks one mile due east, followed. by one mile due south, when 
he arrives back at his starting point. How is this possible? 
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47 

Why have no famous women ever been born in London? 

48 

Another simple number crossword. 

Across 
(A) A down - 15 (and a multiple of 17) . 
(8) A beastly number. 

49 
Find the next letter in the series: 

Q,T,T, F, F,S, S, E, ? 

50 
Find the next number in the series: 

1/2, 1, 2, 5, 10, 20,50, 100, ? 

Down 
(A) A square. 
(8) A square +2. 
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51 

A bit harder than usual for a quickie. Find the missing numbers in 
the series: 

10, 11, 12, 13, 14,15, 16, 17,20, 22,24, ?, 100, 121 , ? 

52 

Quickly now, what is 

l x 2x 3 x 4X5x 6x 7x 8x 9x O? 

53 

1 2 

4 5 

7 8 

3 

6 

9 

Can you arrange the digits 1- 9 in a 3x 3 grid so that all rows, 
columns, and diagonals add up to the same total? 
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54 

Can you find a word of nine letters from which you can delete 
one letter at a time and yet always give another valid word, until 
you get down to a single-letter word? There's no need to 
rearrange the letters at each stage, either. 

55 

How many two-digit positive whole numbers are there? 

56 

At which end - east or west - of the Panama Canal is the Atlantic 
Ocean? 

57 

Which is the longest two-word sentence? 

58 
A very old chestnut. 

A bottle and a cork cost 25p. The bottle costs 20p more than the 
cork. How much does the cork cost? 
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59 

Find four consecutive prime numbers that add up to 220. 

60 
If ninety-one teams enter the FA Cup, how many matches will be 
played, not counting replays? 

61 

Join the nine dots shown using four straight lines only, without 
taking your pencil off the paper, without passing through any dot 
more than once, and without retracing any line. 

62 
A certain family has three children, and half the children are 
boys. How is this? 
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63 

A woman gave birth to two boys on the same date, within about 
twenty minutes of each other, and yet they were not twins. How 
could this be? 

64 

A rope ladder hangs down the side of a ship. The rungs on the 
ladder are one fOOl apart. At low tide the water just covers the 
bottom rung of the ladder. At high tide , the water level has risen 
by three feet. How many rungs witt be covered by then? 

65 

Two Indians are walking through the forest. One Indian is the 
son of the other, but the other is not his father. (Dare I say it) 
How? 

66 

A tramp can make one cigarette from every three cigarette butts 
that he has. One day, when he is completely without any smokes 
at all, he finds a packet of ten cigarettes. 

How many full cigarettes can he smoke from these? 
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67 

A friend of mine 's grandfather is younger than his father. How is 
this possible? 

68 
How far can a rabbit run into a wood? 

69 
A farmer dies and leaves his seventeen cows to his three sons 
with the following provision : 

The eldest son is to receive 112 
The second son is to receive VJ 
The youngest son is to receive 119 

How is the will settled? 

70 

A driver is driving towards a level crossing at 60 mph. At the 
same time a train is hurtling towards the same crossing at 60 
mph . They are both 100 metres from the crossing when the 
driver realises that his brakes have failed . How does he get 
across? 
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1 Pythagoras for beginners 

There's a we ll-known story about an old Sioux Indian tribe that 
lived on a reservation in the north of Canada. It was a status 
symbol in this tribe to own a rug made from the skin of some rare 
animal, and the rarer the animal , the more impressive was the 
status of the owner. Well, various members of the tribe owned 
deerskin rugs, several had buffalo, some had bison, but only one 
had a hippopotamus rug , and that was the witch-doctor's wife . 
She was a rather heavy woman with an unpleasant arrogant 
manner who frequently infuriated other members of the tribe 
with her superior airs and graces. 

One hot summer's day, all the ladies were outside their teepees 
sitting on thei r fancy rugs , when the wi tch-doctor' s wi fe began 
her usual boasting about how superior she was to the others, 
and how her husband was the most influential member of the 
tribe, even more influential than the chief himself. It was too 
much for two of the other squaws, they called for their teenage 
sons and told them to go across to the witch-doctor's wife and 
throw her into the river. Unfortunately. thi s was more easily said 
than done, and the fracas finished up with the two young braves 
being thrown into the river. 

What's the point of this long boring tale? you may ask. Well , it 
just proves that the squaw on the hippopotamus was equal to 
the sons of the squaws on the other two hides! 

Now fo r the micropuzzle. A Pythagorean triang le is a 
right-angled triangle whose sides are an exact number of units in 
length, and of course conform to the famous rule that the square 
on the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares on the 
o ther two sides. Probably the best-known Pythagorean triangle 
has sides of 3, 4, and 5 units respectively, and, of course, 
3 squared plus 4 squared equals 5 squared. The area of such a 
triangle is obtained by multiplying the lengths of the two smaller 
sides and dividing Ihe answer by two. The perimeter of the 
triangle is the lotal distance round iI, I.e. the sum of aU three 
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sides. So, in our 3-4-5 triangle, the area is 6 square units, and 
the perimeter is 12 units. 

I'd like you to find the smallest-area Pythagorean triangle whose 
perimeter is a perfect square and whose area is a perfect cube. 

111<5 puzzle was h,s! puDhshed ,n Personal Compute! World ·le,su,e Lirlf!s in Septembe, 1979. when it 

was won by Paul Ourrant 01 NorwIch 

2 Flying the Glasgow shuttle 

By the way, in the last puzzle I mentioned two animals, the 
buffalo and the bison, which I suppose everyone's heard of, but I 
wonder how many of you know the difference between a buffalo 
and a bison? 

It's very simple really - you can't wash your face in a buffalo. I 
suppose that's quite logical when you think about it, and of 
course, it brings me on to the next puzzle, which also requires a 
bit of logic for its solution. 

On the London-Glasgow air shuttle are three passengers 
named Brown, Jones, and Smith. By coincidence, the pilot , 
co-pilot, and cabin steward on the aircraft are also named 
Brown, Jones, and Smith, but not necessarily respectively. 

(1) Passenger Jones earns £5,200 per annum. 
(2) The cabin steward lives midway between London and 
Glasgow. 
(3) Smith, the crew member, is married to the co-pilofs sister. 
(4) The passenger with the same last name as the cabin steward 
lives in Glasgow. 
(5) The passenger who lives nearest to the cabin steward earns 
exactly three times as much per week as the cabin steward. 
(6) Passenger Brown lives in London. 

What is the pi lot's surname? 

Th,S puzzle was I;rst put*shed in PersonalCcmpul9f World·le~ur9l,nes· in September 1979. when ,t 

was won by O. E. Arnett pi Gnmsby. 
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3 A chessboard dilemma 

I don't know if you are aware of the paradox of the Christian 
working for a Jewish company (funny, it's never the other way 
round, is it?). One day he went to ask his employer for a raise 
and received the following reply . 

'Let me see, Fred,' said the boss. 'You work here eight hours a 
day, that's a third of the day, and since this year is a leap year, 
that means that you will work one third of the year, i.e. 
366/3= 122 days. Now, you don't work on Sundays, since that's 
your Sabbath, and you don't work on Saturday's, since that's 
mine, which amounts to 104 days for the weekends, so that 
leaves eighteen days. Now, you take a day off each for 
Christmas, New Year, Easter, and the Spring Bank Holiday, 
which leaves fourteen days, and since you get a fortnight's 
annual holiday once a year, it seems to me that you don't work 
here at all. ' 

I suppose that's no worse than some of the 'quickies' that you 'll 
find elsewhere in this book, but I don't intend to explain it. If you 
can't sort it out, then ask your dad, it must be at least as old as he 
is, whoever you are. 

Here's a puzzle that's got a little more substance to it than that. 
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Place eight coins or tokens on the squares of a standard 
chessboard so that no two are in line horizontally, vertically, or 
diagonally. In addition, no coin may occupy a square on either 
main diagonal of the board. In other words, only the unshaded 
squares in the diagram may be used. If you really feel smart , 
there are two solutions and you can try to find both of them. 

ThIs puuIe was il'Sl puI.lIish4Id in PenonlII Compufer World ' LIll$U'II lines' on 0cIDDIIr 1979. >Mlen K was 
wonbyW. A.HiloIM~IIIr . 
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4 A palindromic puzzle 

I suppose everyone knows what a palindrome is, but in case 
anyone doesn't , I'm going to teU you. It's a word (or even a whole 
sentence) that reads the same backwards as it does forwards
for example, OXO, or PEEP. 

Now, this puzzle is about palindromic numbers not palindromic 
words, i.e. numbers which read the same from right to left , and 
from left to right. 

Three friends, Alan, Bert, and Colin, each possess vehicles. 
Alan owns a big foreign car, Bert a small English car, and Colin 
hasa moped. 

One day, while discussing mileages, Alan reports that his 
mileometer, which gives six-figure mileage reading s, is currently 
showing a palindromic reading of 006600 miles. 'What a 
coincidence!' exclaims Bert. 'So is mine. The five-figure reading 
at the moment is 18981 miles. ' 

'Well I never,' says Colin. 'Although the mileometeron my 
moped only allows four figures, it's reading 5335 miles, which is 
also palindromic. I wonder if we're ever likely to get such a 
coincidence again.' 

Well , of course, since each vehicle does a different weekly 
mileage from the others, there's no way in which the question 
could be answered. But supposing all three mileometers were 
connected to just one vehicle, and also supposing that they were 
equally accurate, then what is the least number of miles that 
would need to elapse before: 
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(a) Alan's and Bert's mileometers were both showing 
palindromic readings again? 
(b) Alan's and Colin's mileometers were both showing 
palindromic readings again? 
(c) Bert's and Colin's mileometers were both showing 
palindromic readings again? 
(d) All three mileometers were mutually palindromic again? 

Thos puzzle was ~rst published on "-rsortel ComPIJ/e{ WOtld 'letSUttl l ines' In Novembe, 1979, when ~ was 
woo~ S. T. M. Ra~eol OIensey. Surrey. 
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5 Digital dexterity 

This puzzle is a little bit harder than most, and you should stand 
by for some rather large numbers which, I suppose, will virtually 
exclude most micro solutions. Just as well , since they'd 
probably take weeks, or years to compute the solution. 

However, like almost all the problems in this book, it is not 
beyond the scope of 'O'-Ievel mathematics. There are several 
parts to this problem. 

A certain number ends in the digit 'a'. When the 'a' is taken from 
the end of the number and placed at the beginning, a new 
number is formed which is 'a' times the original number. 

What are the original numbers jf : 

(1) 'o'= 2? 
(2) 'o' =3? 
(3) 'o'= 4? 
(4) ' 0 ' = 5? 
(5) 'o'= 6? 
(6) '0' = 7? 
(7) 'o'= 8? 
(8) 'o'= 9? 

To avoid any ambiguity, I'll give an example. Suppose we look at 
the first problem where 'a'= 2. lf the number you are considering 
is 1312, then by transferring the '2' from the end of the number to 
the front, the new number 2131 is formed. Unfortunately, 2131 
does not equal two times 1312and hence 1312 is not the correct 
solution, but we 're sure you 'll find an answer that is. Please give 
the smallest answer in each case if more than one is possible. 

Th" puule was ~l5t ~0$1>ed on ~a1 Compurer World 'll1!<11'e lIr>H' in Dec&rnDer 1979, when ~ was 
won by the Mark DomIly 01 CtIf,stchurch, Dorsal. 
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6 A palindromic square 

As you should be well aware (i f you've bothered to read the 
preamble in an earlier problem), a palindrome is a word which 
reads the same backwards as it does forwards. For example, 
'noon', 'anna ', 'deed' are all palindromic words. 

If you want to get very clever, then you can create entire 
sentences which are palindromic, such as the phrase that Adam 
was reputed to have said to Eve on their first encounter: 

Madam I'm Adam. 

I am informed by reliable sources that her predictable reply was: 
'Eve.' There's also the famous phrase that Napoleon said when 
his wife visited him in exile: 

Able was I ere I saw Elba. 

On to the current puzzle, which is once again about palindromic 
numbers. The numbers 121 and 484 have the property that they 
are palindromic (i.e. read the same from right to left as from left 
to right) , and they both happen to be perfect squares. They each 
contain an odd number of digits (three). 

I'd like you to find the smallest palindromic number that is also a 
perfect square, but which contains an even number of digits. 

ThIS puzzle was first puClislMd in PMsMai Compure, World 'l fllSUr" UIe-s ... Jan ........ 1980. ""-' ~ was 
won by P Abe,.,cx:i 01 BI'5tol 
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7 More perfect squares 

Before I give you this puzzle, here is a rather surprising fact on 
which you might be able to make a few bob in the way of a wager. 

Did you know that, if there are twenty-three people in a room, it is 
better than even money that at least two of them will have the 
same birthday. For example, suppose you are in the bar of your 
local , and there are at least twenty-two other people in the bar 
with you, you would be on a pretty good bet to wager that at least 
two people present have the same birthday (i.e. day and month, 
not date of birth). 

If there are more than thirty people the odds increase to about 
75% , and if there are sixty, then it's a racing certainty , if you can 
find someone daft enough (or drunk enough) to take the bet. 

This fact is particularly applicable to classes in school , where not 
only will there be two kids with the same birthday, but they'll also 
(likely as not) have the same date of birth. 

All that has nothing whatever to do with the next puzzle, but it's a 
useful (or useless) piece of information which will make you the 
genius of the pub or the cocktail party for one night at least. Now, 
at last, for the puzzle. 

Find the smallest perfect square that is also the average of two 
other perfect squares. In other words, find three perfect squares 
A, B, and C such that 

B ~ (A+C)/2. 

Oh yes, one other stipulation to curtail all the smart-atecs: A , B, 
and C may not be equal. 

ThIs poult! was ~'sl published in 1'erwniJIComplJlef World 'l~sur8lines' in FOIlro.>ary 1980. wholn~ was 
woo by P. Ogden 01 HaI ,I ... VMS. 
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8 A question of logic 

A natural and really quite obvious variation on a dodge shown 
elsewhere in this book for squaring numbers that end in 5 is the 
trick of squaring numbers that end in 112. 

Take the number to be squared, and ignore the ending 112. 

Multiply the whole-number portion by the whole-number portion 
plus one, and add 1f4 to the result. 

Let's use an example. Consider the square of 3112. Ignore the 112 
and multiply 3 by 3 + 1 giving 12. Add 114 to the product and the 
answer is 12 1/ 4 . 

And now to something more difficult. You won't solve this one 
with a simple 'dodge', but a bit of logical thought should get you 
to the answer. 

A child's cube has coloured faces. Five colours only are used: 
red , green, blue, yellow, and orange. 

Three views of the same cube are shown here, and in each of 
the views, the colour on the bottom face of the cube is not 
repeated on any other face. 

Which colour occurs twice on the cube? 

""-- green~ ""-- 0,onge ~ ""-- ,ed ""--

~ 1 • • 
c. blue 5' green <; blue • • 

~ 

This puzzle was ~ rst PObIished in P9rs0nal CompeJfer Wond 'Le'su'e Lines' in Ma'ch 19&0 • .....tlen it was won 
by Miss II. Mason OICobham. &"'ey 
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9 The whole truth and 
nothing but the truth 

This next puzzle is another question of logic. There is a famous 
island in the Pacific Ocean (whose name I forget) on which there 
live three tribes; 

- the Whites, who always tell the truth ; 
- the Blacks, who always tell lies; 
- and the Greys, who lie and tell the truth alternately (although 
their first answer may be either truth or lie). 

These natives always gather in groups of three, with one 
representative of each tribe in the group. 

A visitor to the island approached such a group of three natives, 
and had the following conversation with the first native. 

'Are you the White, the Black, or the Grey?' 

'I am the Grey.' 

'And what about your friend here? ' 

'He is a Black.' 

'So your other friend is the White?' 

'Of course.' 

Was the 'other friend' a White, and if not, what was he? 

This puzzle ",as.rst published .., r>e,son81 ComPU'1H WOOd 'LItlSUfe Lmes' in Aj)riI19&O. wl>eo ~ was won 
by K. J. R Joones at Lytnllm SI ArInM, lMII:s. 
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10 Talking turkey 

You heard the one about the market where the chickens were 
going cheap? (Never mind if you haven't, irs not a great loss.) 
Now here's a pretty 'fowl' problem. 

A turkey farmer has 100 cages ranged in the form of a 
continuous circle around the perimeter of his farm. The cages 
are numbered clockwise sequentially from 1 to 100, with cage 
number 100 completing the circle and immediately adjacent to 
cage number 1. In each cage is a turkey. 

The farmer decides to kill one turkey only per month, and in 
order to make his monthly selection, he counts clockwise N birds 
from the cage of last month 's victim (N being the numberof days 
in that month) to obtain his current month's turkey dinner. 

Assuming his first bird comes from cage number 31 in January 
1980, then 

(a) Which will be the last bird to be eaten? 
(b) Which bird will be Christmas dinner in 1985? 

Note that the count is made on birds , not cages. 

This P<llzlewas fi rstP\'blis-mod in Personal Compute, World ·Lelsure Lines· in May 1980. when h was won 
by MsJoan Williams 01 Ki<ldermmster. 
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11 The not-50-perfect square 

A simple but useful device this time. How to square a number 
that ends in 5. I can remember my army days (that dates me, 
doesn't it?), when I used to win bets in the NAAFI (ask your dad if 
you don't know what that is) that I cou ld square a number that 
ended with 5 quicker in my head than it could be done with penci l 
and paper. When you know this trick , you' ll be able to do it too. 

Take the number, and forget the final 5. Suppose the remaining 
digits make up the number X. Then multiply X by X+ 1 and put 25 
on to the end of the product. This gives the required answer. 

It's easier to demonstrate. Suppose we wish to square the 
number 205. Ignore the final 5, this gives 20. Multiply 20 by 
20 + 1, Le. 20 x 21 = 420. And put 25 at the end of the product . 
This gives 42025, which is 205 x 205. 

Another example. 95 squared. Drop the 5, leaving 9. Multiply 9 
by 10 giving 90, and put 25 after it. This gives the required 
answer, 9025. 

Now for the next puzzle. It's nol quite as easy as it looks. In fact 
when it first appeared in pew, many readers thought it wasn't 
soluble. So try to think laterally. 

A certain perfect square has the property that, if 5 is added to it, a 
second perfect square is obtained, and if 5 is subtracted from it, 
a third perfect square is obtained. 

What is the original perfect square? 

ThIs puzzle was firs! published In PeIWfIIII c~ WOtld .~ lines' in June 1980. wtlen ~ w,"", won 
tlyC. M. ~oI Pfl1e<tlOrO\.1gh. 
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12 Squaring the cube 

We showed you a simple trick which you can do with your friends 
in the previous problem. Here's another one which is probably 
not quite so well known. 

Ask anyone to write down their telephone number. Tell them to 
scramble the digits any way they like to create another number. 
They should then subtract the smaller of the two numbers from 
the larger. 

Ask them then to cross out one digit from this answer, and then 
to add up the remaining ones and tell you the total. You can then 
tell them the digit they crossed out by subtracting the value they 
gave you from the next highest multiple of 9. 

For example, let us suppose the telephone number is 686174, 
which is then scrambled to give another number, 461768. The 
difference between the two is 224406. Cross out one digit from 
this value, say the 4, and add up the rest to give 14. By 
subtracting 14 from 18 (the next highest multip le of 9) you get the 
dig it crossed out, Le. 4. 

If a 0 or 9 is crossed out, you can't be sure which it was, but you 
could prevent this by asking them to cross out any digit except 
zero. 

Short and sweet is this next puzzle, but you may not find it short 
and sweet to obtain the answer. 

Two numbers, A and S, are made up from the digits 0 through g, 
using each digit once and once only. The cube of one of the 
numbers is equal to the square of the other , i.e. A squared = B 
cubed. What are the numbers? 

Til,s puzzle was ~fSI pubhShe<l ,n Personal Compurer WOrld ' Le,sure Lones' in J"ly 1980. when il was won 
bey C C. Sharp of Le>gMlon &>zzard 
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13 A natural mistake 

Here's a story that you might not have heard before (and then 
again, you might have). 

Half a dozen ostriches were standing in a circle with their heads 
stuck in the sand. Up gallops another ostrich inlo Ihe middle of 
the circle, looks around, and says, 'Where is everybody?' Ah 
well , never mind, I'lIlry 10 do better next time, 

A not-tao-difficult puzzle, this one, providing you lei the micro do 
the slogging, which is what this book is aU about. 

A woman goes into a supermarket and purchases four items. 
Before she goes to the check-out, she decides to work out the 
total cost using her new pocket calculator. 

However, she is neither numerate, nor very adept in the use of 
the calculator, because by mistake she hits the 'multiply' key 
instead of Ihe 'add' key. The resu lt she arrives at is £7. 11 , and 
when she reaches the check-out, the assistant adds up the 
items in the normal way and gets Ihe result £7.11 . 

Naturally the woman is satisfied, and pays, never knowing the 
stupid blunder that she has made. (It just shows how dead lucky 
women are, and it also makes this story rather superfluous.) 

What was the cost of each ilem thaI she purchased? 

ThO$ puzzle WI" ~f51 publl$hed in Pe,sontJI Compute- World 'leosu,e Lones' on August 1980. wilen ~ was 
WOf\ IJ)' G E,skIne 01 Penh, Soottand. 
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14 Ten-digit perfect squares 

This puzzle should require a little more initiative than usual, 
since most micros will only handle numbers up to seven or eight 
digits (although you fellows with PASCAL systems, or CPM 
BASIC, should be able to cope), 

There are ten parts to the problem, 

(a) Which ten-digit perfect square contains the most zeros? 

(b) Which ten-digit perfect square contains the most ones? 

(c) Which ten-digit perfect square contains the most twos? 

And so on, up to: 

m Which ten-digit perfect square contains the most nines? 

If more than one answer is possible for any part of the puzzle, 
then any of the possibilities will do, 

ThiS puu~ was ~rst p<l~ished in Persona/Computer Wood'leOsure lines' in September 1980, when ~ 
was won by Karl Ve"" rka of Vienna, Austr~. 
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15 A bad connection 

The other day, while trying to phone the offices of that 
prestigious publication, Personal Computer World , I got a 
crossed line and found myself listening, inadvertently, to the 
following conversation between two people who I'll call A and B. 

Unfortunately, the line was very bad, and I missed a few parts of 
what was said because of the crackles. 

(A) 'I've just spent exactly £2 on a mixture of 12p, 14p, and 17p 
stamps.' 

(B) 'How many of each did you buy?' 
(A) 'I'll notlell you that , but attogether there were ... (CRACKLE) 

... stamps.' 
(B) ' In that case I'll work it out ... wait a minute, I still can't tell 

how many of each you got. Did you buy only one of one 
kind?' 

(A) ' ... (CRACKLE) . 
(B) 'In that case you bought. 

At that point the line went dead. Unfortunately, at the two key 
points in the conversation, a crackle on the line prevented me 
from hearing the full story, but I'm sure you'll be able to tell me, 
without any further information, just how many stamps of each 
value were bought. 

This puzzle was IISI published ... Perrot!M Computer World ·letsufe Lines· it! 0cI0ber 1990. __ rt wa$ 

won by PeIerCow!eyolWraxham. 

16 A numerical traverse 

And now a puzzle to get the micros ticking. 

Starting at the square marked 'Start' (would you believe?) and 
moving either east , north-east, or south-east with each move 
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(assume north is at the top of the grid) , make twelve moves and 
reach the square marked 'Finish' . 

Add up the numbers in the eleven squares traversed to give a 
total , A. 

Then repeat the performance without entering any square used 
by the first move (except 'Start' and 'Fin ish', of course) . 

Again , add up the numbers in the squares traversed, to give a 
second total , B. 

The problem is to find the two routes which give the greatest 
difference in values between A and B. 

Use the values in the squares to describe the two routes (e.g. 
Start-2-14-3- 18-, etc.), and slate the two totals A and B as well 
as the overall difference. 

~ 

10 ,. 5 3 

18 15 3 9 5 

1 13 19 7 2 18 9 

18 9 15 13 11 5 2 11 1 

8 2 3 3 7 18 12 16 1 17 8 

I start 2 ,. 3 18 7 5 ,. 6 4 9 17 finisn I 

2 9 8 2 19 " 18 2 18 15 1 

18 18 5 7 9 19 16 10 8 

1 ,. 2 2 16 2 5 

2 13 17 13 13 

6 2 9 

13 , -

TtMpuulewasfi.stpublished inPerrcn8JComputINWorfd ._ orelines'., November 1980, whenitwas 
woo Dy Mf-s Julia Tode 01 New Malden. Sooey, 
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17 A problem of check-digits 

This puzzle is all about check-digits, so we'd better make sure 
that we all know what a check-digit is, and how it works. 

To find the check-dig it of modulo 97 for a six-digit number, 
proceed as follows: 

- multiply the first digit of the number by a specific value which is 
called a weight - Wl ; 
- multiply the second digit of the number by a second weight
W2; 
- multiply the third digit by the weight W3, and so on for all six 
digits; 
-add the six products together to give a single total; 
- divide this total by 97, and the remainder is the required 
check-digit. 

For example, suppose our weights are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 
60, respectively, and suppose we wish to find a check-digit for 
the number 987654. 

Then we calculate: 

(9x 10) + (8 x 20) + (7x30) + (6 X40) + (5x 50) + (4 x 60) 
= 1190. 

1190 leaves a remainder of 26 when divided by 97. Hence the 
requ ired check-digit is 26. 

Right, now for the problem. We are given nine numbers, and 
check-digits for eight of them. You have simply to calculate the 
check-digit for the ninth number. 
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The numbers are as follows, with the check-digits following in 
brackets: 

(1) 693847 (16) 
(2) 264315 (27) 
(3) 927064 (32) 
(4) 472289 (14) 
(5) 838521 (73) 
(6)741318(69) 
(7) 553846 (14) 
(8) 385132 (10) 
(9) 123456 (??) 

I'll give you a little more information. 

AU weights are positive integers between a and 99 inclusive. 

From left to right across the six digits, the weights are multiples 
of successive prime numbers (not counting 1 as a prime). For 
example, jf weight WI is 5, then weight W2 is a multiple of 7, W3 
is a multiple of 11 , W4 is a multiple of 13, W5 is a multiple of 17, 
and W6 is a multiple of 19. 

This information shQ!Jld render the problem almost trivial. It 
should certainly bring it well within the range of those micros. 

So, I want to know the check-digit of the ninth number. 

ThIS puzzle was firSI pubhsheC ,0 Personal Computer Worl<1 ' LeIsure Uoos' In Dec<!mi}tlr 1980. when ~ was 
won by Hans Van Leeuwenot Bruswls. B9lglum 
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18 Ceremonial rice pudding 

This problem could set a few micros whirring. Every four years, 
in the village of Poorihana in Burma, the rice-piling ceremony 
takes place at the apPointed hour on the given feast day. (If you 
believe that, you 'll believe anything - Ed.) 

When the ceremony begins, one grain of rice is placed in a 
chosen spot outside the witch-doctor's hut. Exactly one hour 
later, two grains are added ; after a further hour, th ree more 
grains are added, and so on - every hour, one more grain is 
added to the quantity that was added at the previous hour. 

The ceremony continues non-stop until there are exactly 
enough grains to give each of the 23 poorest villagers a square 
meal, i.e. a meal consisting of a quantity of rice that is a perfect 
square - each of the 23 villagers receiving exactly the same as 
each other. 

Assuming that each ceremony ends before the next one begins, 
what is the number 01 rice grains that each of the 23 villagers 
receive? 

Tho!; puzzlot was 1i.S! published ... PenonaI Compulef Wond ·L..,...,e lJflIIS· ... Januaoy 1981. when ~ WJ.5 

won by S . CIOWfI 01 8edIotd. 
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19 Who's who 

Funny things, digits - the number kind, I mean. Here's a simple 
trick with digits that can be Quite impressive to anyone not in the 
know. 

Get someone to write down a three-digit number whose digits 
are different (say, 842). 

Now ask him to reverse the digits to give another three-digit 
number (e.g. 248). 

Subtract the smaller of the two numbers from the larger (giving 
842~248 ~ 594). 

Now reverse the digits of the result and add to the result (giving 
594+ 495 ~ 1089). 

The answer will always be 1089. 

Short and sweet, this puzzle. It's all a matter of logic. 

Messrs Baker, Cooper, Parson, and Smith are a baker, a 
cooper , a parson, and a smith. However, no one has the same 
name as his vocation. 

The cooper is not the namesake of Mr Smith's vocation; the 
baker is neither Mr Parson nor is he the namesake of Mr Baker's 
vocation. 

What is Mr Baker's vocation? 

This puu", was first puh~shecl in f>erscrW Computer World ·Leiw.e Unes' in February t981 . wilen ~ was 
WOO by C. C. Kuan of London. 
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20 Word frustration 

This puzz le will probably be too difficult for all those readers who 
don't have alpha facilities on their calculators. On the other 
hand, knowing the ingenuity and facility for invention that this 
readership possesses, I can't be 100% sure of that, so here 
goes. 

(1) The forty-nine letters shown in the grid can be formed into 
seven seven-letter words, and the initial letters of each of the 
seven words will form an eighth word which is the required 
answer to the puzzle. 

(2) Alongside each letter is also a number in the range 1-6. This 
number indicates the number of squares that must be traversed 
to reach the next square. 

(3) Starting with the letter D in the centre of the grid, move the 
number of squares specified (in this case six) east, west, north, 
or south and you will arrive at another square. (Assume north is 
at the top of the grid.) 

(4) If any move takes you beyond the edge of the grid, you 
should assume that the grid 'wraps around'. Thus, if a northerly 
move takes you to the top of the grid, the count of squares 
should continue from the foot of the same column. 

(5) Hence, from the start point. a move of six squares east will 
take you to the right-hand edge after three squares, and the 
fourth , fifth, and sixth squares should be made from the left-hand 
edge of the same row to bring you to the letter R2. 

(6) In this way, the initial move can take you to either the R2, E2, 
N3, or 81 squares immediately adjacent to the start letter. 

(7) No square may be landed on more than once. Diagonal 
moves are not permitted. 

(8) A correct series of moves throughout the grid will yield seven 
consecutive seven-letter English words, the initial letters of 
which, taken in order, will then give the required single-word 
solution. 
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T, R, E, 5, T, 5 , 0 , 

U, V, L, 5, 0 , N, A, 

R, B, 5 , E, E, R, N, 

V, L, R, 0, N, 0, I, 

E, A, T, 5, B, N, G, 

A, E, E, A, T, G, R. 

V, A, T, T, R, N, I, 

Can you find the single-word solution? 

ThIS puzzla was ''II publisIled in Person. ComP<lter Wl)f/d 'l eiSlli8 Lines' 11'1 Malch 198 1, wnen ~ was won 
DyPaul~oIw~. 
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21 A positional problem 

This puzzle lends itself to a micro-based solution, although a 
nifty bit of logical thought and programming will be required. 

(1 ) Select any eighl squares from the sixly-four squares in Ihe 
diagram so thai no Iwo are lying on Ihe same diagonal line. 
(2) Add the values in the squares chosen to give a tolal. 
(3) The object is 10 choose the eight squares which yield the 
highest lotal. 

1 2 3 2 6 8 7 2 

8 6 2 5 1 3 1 4 

7 1 5 4 2 5 6 8 

2 8 4 7 5 1 4 3 

4 3 7 2 3 8 5 1 

6 5 6 3 4 7 8 3 

3 7 1 8 6 2 4 6 

8 4 5 6 7 5 1 7 

Th;s puzzle was hrst pubHshed in "',sonal Computer World ·L";SUfO Unos· ,n April 196 t. wtlen a was WOn 

by A. R. Ashtonof Knarosborollgh. NO<1h Yorh 
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22 Generating a specific value 

(1) Using the digits 1-6 inclusive and using each digit once only, 
form two numbers x and y. 

(2) Calculate: 
Sum, S= x+ y. 
Difference, D= x - y. 
Product , P= x x y. 
Quotient, Q~ x/y. 

(3) Finally, eva luate the expression: 
E~ P x D -Q x S . 

(4) The object is to choose x and y to give the largest possible 
value of E. 

(5) Thus, suppose the numbers chosen were x= 1234 and 
y= 56, then : 

S ~ 1290 

D~11 78 

P~69104 

Q~ 22.03571 

and E= 81 ,376,086. (Give E as a rounded integer. ) 

Answers should give x, y, and E. 

This puzzle was firSl published in Personal Compule, Wood ' Leisure Lines' in May 1981. wtleo it was won 
by Aochard Scan 01 Cred'ton. Devon. 
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23 Sums of squares 

(1) Using the integers 1-79 inclusive, generate perfect squares 
as follows: 

(a) Each perfect square must be the sum of two or more of the 
seventy-nine given integers. 
(b) Any perfect square may only be generated once. 
(c) Each of the seventy-nine given integers may be used once 
only. 

(2) Score three points for each perfect square that is the sum of 
two of the integers; score four points for each perfect square that 
is the sum of three of the integers; score five points for each 
perfect square that is the sum of faurot the integers; and so on . 

(3) Deduct from the total score one point for each unused 
integer. 

(4) All you have to do is to score the highest number of points 
that you can. 

Th,. poule was fi rSl pobii$hed on P/NSO<>" Comrwte, WOfId ·le,sure UrIeS· in June 1981 . wlltlO ~ was WOI1 

t)y D. l . ClOy 01 Cov&ntry 
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24 A very prime word 

(1) Find the largest prime number which , when its digits are 
translated into characters , gives an English word. 

(2) Translate as follows: 

Q= R 5= N 
1= D 6= 1 
2= A 7= 5 
3=G 8=T 
4= 8 9= E 

(3) The word must be an entry, orthe derivative of an entry, in the 
Concise Oxford Dictionary, fifth edition, and no foreign words or 
proper nouns are permitted. 

This puzzle was first publisl>ed in P6rsona/CompUf8f World ' LelSure Lines' ir1 July 1981. when ,t was won 
by B,jan Stuan of Neubiberg. Getmany 
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25 Fieldcraft 

Here's a puzzle which can be solved by micro, but you may find 
an easier way. 

B r---------------,c 

turf 

G ~------------------i H 

ploughed soi l 

E ~---------------iF 

bog 

A 
L-________________ --' 0 

The diagram represents a square field with 600 ft sides. 

(1) In the field are three types of surface; turf, ploughed soil , and 
bog. 
(2) The rectangular section AEFO is bog - AE is 100 ft wide. 
(3) The section EGHF is ploughed soil - EG is 200 ft wide. 
(4) The remaining section, GBCH, is turf - BG is, of course, 300 
ft . 
(5) A farmer starts at point A to get to C. He can travel at 2.5 
fUsee in bog, 5 ftJsec on ploughed soil , and 10 fUsec on turi. 

What is the shortest time (to the nearest second) in which the 
farmer can get to C? 

Ttvs puuIe was 11$1 published 1'1 PtN$onM Compulftl WOIId 'LeliWf'tIlines' in AuguslI981 , when ,I was 
won by Slephen Gtantol Horsham, ~. 
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26 Opening day at the local 

Here's a puzzle to test your powers of logic - or maybe even 
your micro, that is , if you have enough imagination to be able to 
write a program to solve this problem. 

(1) In a village near to my home, there are three pubs only: 

The White Swan 
The Black Bull 
The Grey Goose 

(2) On Sundays all the pubs are closed. 
(3) The White Swan opens five days a week. The Black Bull 
opens four days a week. The Grey Goose opens three days a 
week. 
(4) The White Swan is never open four days running. The Black 
Bull is never open three days running. The Grey Goose is never 
open two days running . 
(5) During a three·day period, the white Swan was closed on the 
third day. the Black Bull was closed on the second day, and the 
Grey Goose was closed on the first day. 
(6) On Saturdays, and on Mondays, at least one pub is closed. 

Assuming that days of opening are regular each week, on which 
day are all the pubs open? 

l"hospw:zle ..... as .'Slpubiishod in Person. CQmpur..- WotId ·Leisure Lines·in Sepl~ 1961. wtIen ~ 
..... 8S won by Andy Sea" Q! CMs.t\8m. 
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27 A very charitable dilemma 

The members of a philanthropic family decided to donate £2,000 
to a group of worthy chari ties. Each member contributed an 
equal portion of the money and then allocated it among the 
agreed charities so that: 

(a) Each charity received a donation of at least £1 but no more 
than £12 from each member. 
(b) No two charities received the same amount from the same 
family member, 
(c) No two family members followed the same donation pattern, 
(d) All donations were in whole numbers of pounds, and all the 
money was distributed. 

How many family members were there, and how many 
charities? 

TI'OsPUZZlewll1 ifllpublishedin ~ComfW"" Wot!d 'llttSU'.l.nes inClaober 1981 . when gWIlS 
won by M, Tethef 04 SIoll • ....".·T'ent. 
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28 Cows, pigs and horses 

Now for another exercise in logic. 

(1) There are eight pens, labelled A to H as shown, and each pen 
contains either a cow, a horse, a pig, or a sheep. 
(2) At least one of each type of animal is present. 
(3) At least one pig is penned between two cow pens. 
(4) Every horse is penned between two pig pens. 
(5) No cow is penned next to a horse. 
(6) There is only one sheep, and its pen is not next to that of a 
pig. 
(7) At least two pig pens are contiguous. 

Which pen is the sheep in? 

Thfs punle was lirs! publis.hed in Personal CompUfer News 'leIsure Lin&s' in November 1981 • when ~ was 
won by Moss Sand' a Manby of Southampton 
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29 An exact number of factors 

This puzzle can be solved analytically, if you know how, but at 
the same time it lends itself ideally to solution by micro, if your 
analytical powers are not so hot. 

There are two parts to the problem. 

(1) Find the smallest number that has exactly 104 factors , Le. 
104 different numbers that it divides by - including the number 
itself, but excluding unity. 

Thus, for example, the number 12 has exactly five factors : 2, 3, 
4, 6, and 12. 

(2) Find the smallest odd number that has exactly 104 factors. 

Th.s puzzle was bat pUblished in ~$OI111 COmputfN World 'l .. w,e ltneS' ... Decemtlef 1981, when ~ w as 
won by M, FddVoI~.london. 
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30 Cubes and squares 

Here's a simple arithmetical dodge that will be of use to those of 
you who can add but have difficulty with multiplication. It's a 
method of multiplying by adding (which is all that multiplication 
really is anyway). 

I think it's best illustrated by an example. Suppose we wish to 
multiply 37 by 23. Then the steps are as follows: 

(1 ) 37 x 23 
(2) 16 x 46 
(3) 9 x 92 
(4) 4 x 184 
(5) 2 x 368 
(6) 1 x 736 

Step (1) 37x23 (which we don't want to do). 
Step (2) Halve 37 and ignore the fraction, and double the 23. 
Step (3) Halve 18 and double the 46. 
Step (4) Halve 9 and ignore the fraction , and double the 92. 
Step (5) Halve 4 and double the 184. 
Slep (6) Halve 2 and double the 368. 

Now add up each element on the right side, where the left side is 
an odd number (i.e. ignore all the entries marked with an 
asterisk). This gives 23+ 92+ 736= 851 , which is the required 
answer. Try it with other values. It always works. 

Very short to state, this puzzle. 

Using the ten digits 0-9, construct two numbers such that the 
first is the cube, and the second is the fourth power of the same 
number x. What is x? 

This puzzle was firsl published in PersonlM Compurer WOffd 'Leisure Unes' inJanU81Y 1982, when ~ W8S 
won by 0 , Aslles 01 Poners Sa., 
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31 A question of remainders 

Right , now for a problem that is well within the scope of those of 
you with micros, or even programmable calculators. 

If you divided 2519 by 10, there is a remainder of 9. 

II you divide 2519 by 9, there is a remainder of B. 

If you divide 2519 by 8, there is a remainder of 7, and so on. 

Can you find two other numbers with the same property? 

thIS PilUle was '~1 pu!llisntcl on PwSOIllIl Ccmpulflf wOt/a ·l",s"",lines· on Fftl)ruary 198.2. wIl&n ~ was 
~ by.u.mes R~ 01 liverPOol. 
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32 A problem of prime factors 

Another puzzle for which it is relatively easy to 'bash out' a 
solution using a micro, or programmable calculator. However, 
as with quite a few of the others, a ti ttle analytical thought can 
save your hard·ware and tear. 

What is the largest number whose prime factors (excluding 
unity) add up to exactly 1 ~O? 

Just to be sure that we're all on the same system, the prime 
factors of 12 are 2, 2, and 3 (since 2 x 2 x 3 = 12). Their sum is 7. 
Similarly, the prime factors of 90 are 2, 3 , 3 , and 5, and their sum 
is 13. 

Tllis pou!(j was ~r$t pUblIShed in PtHsomJI ComPlJlIJr World 'Leis",! Unes' '" Mard11982, when it was won 
by Jim Henry or BeH8lIt 
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33 The ladies of the committee 

A puzzle in logical thought this time, although you can use any 
means you wish, heuristic methods included (for the uninitiated, 
that means trial-and-error). 

Six ladies are eligible for the offices of Captain, Vice-captain , 
and Treasurer (in descending order of seniority), in the local 
ladies' golf club. 

(1) Audrey won't serve if Elaine is Captain, or if Freda is 
Treasurer. 
(2) Betty won't be Treasurer if Cynthia is one of the officials. 
(3) Audrey won't serve with both Betty and Ela ine. 
(4) Freda won't serve if Elaine is also an official. 
(5) Betty refuses to be Vice-captain . 
(6) Freda won 't serve if she outranks Audrey. 
(7) Cynthia won't serve with Audrey or Betty unless she is 
Captain, 
(8) Doris won 't serve unless Betty is Captain, 
(9) Betty won't serve with Doris unless Elaine is also an official. 
(10) Elaine won't serve unless she or Audrey is Captain . 

How can the three offices be fi lled? 

This puuIB ... as kst p.AIIished in PwrorJaJ ComputeI WotId ·le.sure lines' in Af1I~ 1982 . ... hen ~ ....as wen 
by Geoftrey TetWIaIlIoIl/ppef Norwood. London. 
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34 An unusual number 

A fai rly straightforward problem, this time. Readily solvable by 
the ch ip-based number-cruncher. 

I want you to find a six-digit number which, when multiplied by an 
integer between 2 and 9 inclusive, gives the original six-digit 
number with its digits reversed. 

Thus, if the original number was 123456, and the required 
integer is 8, then 123456x 8 should equal 654321 , which, of 
course, it doesn't. However, it is possible to find more than one 
solution to this problem, but I'll accept anyone that meets the 
required condition. 

This puzzle was ~'Sl publisrMKi irt Pe'SOI'IttI Compurer World ·l e,su.e lirlell· In May' 992. when ;1 was won 
by A. Marsha" 01 Huddersfield. Yorl<s. 
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35 Tadpoles, terrapins, 
tortoises, and turtles 

A problem involving indeterminate equations, which shouldn't 
be too difficult to solve with a tittle bit of programming skill. 

Tadpoles cost 59p each. Terrapins cost £1.99 each. Tortoises 
cost £2.87, and turtles cost £3.44. 

£: 1 00 exactly has to be spent on the purchase of 100 of these 
creatures. (Ugh!) 

How many of each kind can be bought? 

This puule was hrsl published In Personal Computer World 'Leisure Lines' in June 1962 . ..... hen ,t was won 
by Mr Milchie 01 Ash1ord. Middlesex 

36 More cubes and squares 

Before we go on to the latest puzzle, you may be interested in 
another simple arithmetical trick. 

Ask a friend to give you a three-digi1 number. 

Tell him to form a six-digit number by repeating the three digits. 

Now ask him to divide the six-digit number by 13 and not to worry 
about any remainder because there won 't be one. 

Then ask him to divide the result by 11 and not to worry about 
any remainder because once again there won't be one. 

Then tell him to divide the result by 7 and once again you can 
assure him that there won't be any remainder. 

Finally, you can now tell him that the result he has left will be his 
original three-digit number. 
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How can you be sure? Well , it's easy really. When you repeat 
the three-digit number to form a six-digit number you are really 
multiplying it by 1001 , and 1001 factorizes into 13 x 11 x 7. 

Let's give an exampfe. Suppose the number is 123. Then the 
six-digit number will be 123123 (which is the result you get if you 
multiply 123 by 1001). 

Dividing 123123 by 13 gives 9471 exactly. 

Dividing 9471 by 11 gives 861 exactly. 

And dividing 861 by 7 gives 123 exactly - which is the number 
that was originally given. 

It's easy when you know how. The following puzzle isn't as 
simple, but it can be solved with a bit of effort on your home 
computer. 

By subtracting two million from a perfect cube, a number is 
obtained which is itself the square of one of the factors of two 
million. All numbers are positive integers. 

What is the factor? 

This puzzle was if$! published;" ~CcmfJlJler Wotkj 'Leosurel.Jne$' ;" July 1982, when ~ WBSwon 

by Stephen I3enningIDn 01 Clifton, BIIdIord~. 
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37 Sums of cubes 

It can be easily shown that the sum of any number 01 
consecutive cubes, starting at 1, is always a perfect square. 

Thus: 

13 +23 = 9= 32 

13 + 23 + 33 = 36=62 

13 + 23 + 33 + 43 = 1 00= 1 02 

and so on, 

However, in this puzzle, starting at 1 is not permitted. 

I want you to find the smallest perfect square that is the sum of at 
least four consecutive perfect cubes (excluding unity). 

That should make the micros whirr. 

This puzzle was firS1 pubfishOO in Personal Computer World 'Le;sure lines' in AugllS11982, When tt was 
won by Mrs A. O. McPhee of 8 r8!llwood, Essex. 
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38 Coconuts galore 

This puzzle is based on an old chestnut - or should I say 
coconut? 

Six men are shipwrecked on a desert island. The on ly food on 
the island is coconuts . They therefore decide at the outset to 
pick all the coconuts and divide them equaUy among 
themselves. 

They spend one complete day gathering atl the coconuts into a 
single pile , and by the time sunset arrives they. are so tired that 
they decide to postpone the share-out until the following day, 
And so, they all go off to sleep. 

During the night, one man awakens and decides to take his 
share and hide it before the others awake. He divides the pile 
into six equal shares and finds that there is one coconut 
remaining, which he throws to a nearby monkey. He then hides 
his share, puts the rest back into a single pile, and goes back to 
sleep. 

A tittle tater, a second man awakes, and repeats exactly the 
same process, again finding one coconut remaining after the 
division, which he throws to the monkey. He also takes and 
hides his share and goes back to sleep. 

This performance is repeated by each man in turn during the 
night. On each occasion, the coconuts are divided into six, and 
each time there is one left over which is given to the monkey. 

Next morning, aU six men awake and decide to share out the 
remaining coconuts. Again , they divide them into six equal 
shares, and again there is one coconut left over which is given to 
the monkey. 

What is the least number of coconuts that there could have been 
in the first place? 

This puzzle was .rsI pubkshed In Penot\liI CompulM World ' lecsure ~. in SeptemDer 1982, when R 
was -....on by S. Ma.1CI>M oIl-1avan1. 
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39 More trouble with remainders 

A certain number, greater than 5,000 but less than 50,000, has 
the following properties: 

- when divided by 4 it gives a remainder of 3; 
- when divided by 5 it gives a remainder of 1; 
- when divided by 7 it gives a remainder of 2; 
- when divided by 11 it gives a remainder of 2; 
- when divided by 17 it gives a remainder of 12. 

What is the number? 

ThiS puzzle was t"st published in Personal Compu/9l World ' leis~'9 Lines' in Oclobef 1982. when il was 
won by E_ R FultOn ot Swi1ze~ar'ld. 
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40 Ball-bearing pyramids 

J made a mistake when I first published this puzzle in pew 
'Leisure Lines' of November 1982, so Jet's hope I can avoid that 
this time. 

36,894 one-inch-diameter ball-bearings are to be stacked in the 
form of a pyramid, or cross-section of a pyramid. 

The pyramid can be one of three types: 

(1) A triangular pyramid in which each ball rests on three 
beneath it, and in which each layer is in the form of a triangle. 
(2) A square pyramid in which each ball rests on four balls 
beneath it, and in which each layer is in the form of a square. 
(3) A rectangular pyramid in which each ball also rests on four 
others, but in which each layer is in the form of a rectangle. 

All the ball-bearings must be used. What type of pyramid can be 
made, and assuming it has more than one layer, how many 
layers does it have, and what area of ground does it cover? 

There, I hope I've got it right this time. 

Thi$ pyZZW! was irst puDtished ., PfIrsonai Computer Wo<td ·LMlure lines on November t 982 . when rt Wall 

won ~ Graham 08_ 01 Ounslable 
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41 Sums of primes, etc. 

This puzzle isn't too easy, but there are bound to be some of you 
who won't agree with me, 

Every odd number, except two, between 1 and 8999 is either a 
prime or the sum of a prime and twice a square, 

For example, 

321 ~ 19+2.1 2 

27~ 19+2.22 

55~ 5 + 2.52 

What are the two exceptions? 

This puzzle was ~rst published ,n Pe;1&1e1 Computer New. 'l&Isure l.ont!$ In [)eeeml)ft, t 992, wt>en ~ was 
IOCI1 by RoDer1 CoIk 01 CoIne, Lancast"re 
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42 The numerate marathon runner 

Runners in a marathon race are assigned consecutive numbers 
starting at 1. 

One of the entrants with a mathematical bent noticed that the 
sum of the numbers less than his own number was equal to the 
sum of the numbers greater. 

If there were more than 100 runners but less than 1000, what 
number was he and how many runners were there in the race? 

Thos PUZ2~ was Irs! pubIoIhed in Per8oM/ Compuret News ·l ..... e lines· in ..Ianc'*'Y 1983. when ~ wllS 
won by N. R. Holland ot South Chongfortl. L.onOOn. 
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43 Ten-digit primes 

This puzzle should certainly streich your micros - partly 
because of the length of the numbers involved, and partly 
because of the fact that they are primes, and therefore not 
capable of automatic generation. (Did someone say they'd 
found a formula?) 

There are len parts to the problem; 

(a) Which ten-digit prime number contains the most zeros? 
(b) Which ten-digit prime number contains the most ones? 
(c) Which ten-digit prime contains the most twos? 

And so on, up to nines. 

By the way, leading zeros are not permitted. 

ThIs puzzle was 'rst p<bIi$ned on Personal Computrer World ·Lel$l.lfe Lines· in F~ t98J. when ~ ... as 
won~J. E. WMoIGlasgow. 



44 Approximations 

X and Yare integers. Use them to generate: 

A=X + Y (addition) 

B= X- Y (subtraction) 

C= Xx Y (multiplication) 

D= X+ Y (division) 
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Now write down a single expression in BASIC which uses each 
of the values A, B, C, 0 once only, together with any of the 
following symbols: 

+ ,O, - ,x,+ 

which will most nearly approximate to 27.38104965. 

For example, suppose X= 2 and Y= 3. 

Then : 

A= 5 
9 =- t 
C=6and 
D= 2+ 3 

then A x C+ B+ D= 2B.5 which is getting close to the required 
answer - but we're sure you can do better. 

This puzzle was 1('1\ pOOIished In,..,.",. ~ Wotfd ·l .. sure Lines· in March 1983. when _ was won 
b)o Mamn Brown 01 Worksop, Notts. 
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45 Palindromic cycles 

That title sounds like a bike with a saddle at both ends. 

If any two-digit number is reversed and added to itself, and the 
process repeated over and over, eventually a palindromic 
number will result (i.e. one which reads the same forwards as 
backwards). 

Thus, consider the number 19. When reversed it gives 91. Then 
19 + 91 ~ 11O. 

And repeating , 110+ 011 = 121 , which is palindromic after only 
two operations. 

Which two-digit number requires the most number of operations 
before a palindromic sum is reached? And how many are 
required? 

Clearly there will be two answers - since one will be the reverse 
of the other. Either one is acceptable. 

ThIs pU12lewas ~rst publisnedm Personal Compute, Wotld ·Leisure lines· inAprill983. when ~ waswon 
byGeorge Sassoon of Warminster. Wilts. 
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46 Mother and daughter 

A puzzle in logical deduction, with a bit of indeterminate algebra 
thrown in for good measure. 

Four lad ies went into a post office to buy stamps. 

(1) Alice bought only 3p stamps. 
Betty bought only 4p stamps. 
Celia bought only Sp stamps. 
Doris bought on ly 8p stamps 

(2) The total money spent by the ladies was £: l .Sl . 
(3) The daughter got the fewest number of stamps and spent 
24p. 
(4) The mother got the most stamps and spent 72p. 

Which of the four women were mother and daughter? 

ThIS llUuI!! was firs! published ... PerSOfIlII Computet WotId 'LeisIn lines' ... Mily ! 983. wIMn ~ was won 
by l es King or Ormskllk. Lanes. 
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47 A catastrophic puzzle 

A problem to bring out the Venn diagrams. 

In my house there are many cats: 

(1) Seven of the cats wan', eat fish. 
(2) Six of them wan" eat liver, 
(3) Five of them won't eat chicken, 
(4) Four of them eat neither fish nor liver, 
(5) Three of them eat neither fish nor chicken. 
(6) Two of them eat neither liver nor chicken, 
(7) One of them eats neither fish, liver, nor chicken. 
(8) None of them eat all three foods, 

How many cats have I got? 

This poule was ~~I pubjished in PersonaiCompurer WOIfd 'Leisuffl Uoes' ,n June 1983, when ~wI>en ~ 
was WOO by A E. McCal1e rty' ol Ralby, l eics 
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48 Susan 's perfect man 

Another puzzle in logic, but a little bit harder than the last one. 

Susan 's perfect man has black hair, brown eyes, and is tall and 
slim. 

Susan knows four men - Arthur, Bill, Charles, and Dave. Only 
one of them has all the characteristics that Susan requires. 

(1) Arthur and Bill have the same colour eyes. 
(2) Only one of the men has both black hair and brown eyes. 
(3) Bill and Charles have the same colour hair. 
(4) Only two of the men are both tall and slim. 
(5) Charles and Dave are of differing build. 
(6) Only two of the men are both tall and dark·haired. 
(7) Dave and Arthur are the same height. 
(8) Only three of the men are both slim and brown·eyed. 

Which is Susan 's perfect man? 

n us puult w.s fi",t publfshed in PerscrnII ComptOf8l Wotkf ·lGtSUI. L.nes· in July 1983. when tt Will won 
Dy A. F GlW&ki o! Norway. 
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49 An interesting pair of series 

Alas , no prizes for this one, but I hope it gives you a bit of 
pleasure. 

You are given the two independent series shown - the terms in 
each are in ascending order of value. 

Series A 
1, 3 , 8 , A4 , AS, A6, etc. 

Series B 
8, B2, 190, B4, BS, B6, etc. 

In either series, the product of any two terms plus one gives a 
perfect square. Thus, in series A, 

1 x 3+ 1= 4 
1x 8 + 1= 9 
3 x 8 + 1= 2S 

Similarly in series B. 

What you have to do is to find the values of 82, B4, and A4. To 
make things a bit easier, I can tell you that B2 and A4 both 
happen to have the same value. 

By the way, if anyone comes up with a value for A5 or B5, would 
you please drop me a line - I don 't have those solutions yet. 
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50 Another pyramid problem 

A certain tetrahedral pyramid, i.e. one in which each layer is a 
triangle , is constructed from ball-bearings so that on the top 
there is one ball resting on three, and so on. The total number of 
balls in the pyramid is an exact square. 

Assuming that there are at least three layers, how many are 
there - and how many ball-bearings? 

51 A number and its square 

Arrange the digits 1- 9 inclusive so as to form two numbers, one 
of which is the square of the other. 

There are two possible solutions - can you find them both? 
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52 A long-winded fraction 

Can you find a fraction which has a six·digit number in the 
numerator, and a six-digit number in the denominator, and 
which, if you 'cancel' digits which appear in both numerator and 
denominator, gives the original value? 

To illustrate, suppose the fraction is 123456/234567. 

Then if we 'cancel' the digits 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 from top and 
bottom, we are left with 1/7 , but unfortunately thi s is not the value 
of the original fraction. 

There are at least two solutions to the problem. 

53 An infernal triangle 

This problem is not one for micros, but it is such a diabolical 
teaser that I thought I should include it in this book. There are 
one or two other puzzles in this category elsewhere within these 
pages, but I think this is my all ·time favourite . 

I first encountered this puzzle about (dare I say it) thirty years 
ago while at university. J managed to find a solution (with the 
help of one of the maths professors), but it wasn 't a very elegant 
one. Since that time, however, I have passed the puzzle around 
on many occasions, and acquired about three or four solutions, 
one of which you will fi nd in the back of th is book. I am reluctant 
to include the solution, since many people will not get the 
maximum pleasure from the problem, but will merely give up 
after half an hour and turn to the back pages. They will have 
deprived themselves of a lot of fun if they do. 
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So. here goes'- make a resolve not 10 give in too soon, 

A 

BLL'--_.OJC 

You are given the triangle shown, with Ihe angles as marked. 
You are required 10 calculate the angle X -but you may use only 
methods of pure geometry, i.e. no trigonometry. no measuring 
permitted , merely Euclidean stuff. 
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54 The ladder and the wall 

This is not strictly a non-micro problem, since you are likely to 
need the computer for the final bit, although it can be obviated as 
you will see from the solution. 

/ 

A ladder, 15 ft long, leans against a vertical wall 15 ft high. The 
ladder leans at such an angle that it just touches a 3 ft cubic box 
placed between the ladder and the wall as shown in the diagram. 

How far from the top of the wall is the top of the ladder? 
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55 More ladders and walls 

This ladder and wall prob lem is also one of my favourites. You 
may require the micro to solve the equations, but I advise you 
now that with a little bit of thought, that can be avoided. 

/ 

There are two vertical walls less than 25 metres apart. Two 
ladders, one of length 30 metres, and the other of length 25 
metres (big ladders, eh?), rest against opposite walls as shown, 
and intersect exactly 504 cm above the ground. 

How far apart are the walls? 
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56 Reflections at a corner 

This puzzle is not a pure micro problem, nor is it too difficult, but 
I'm including it because of the neatness of solution. 

y 

B 

O~=~~.~A~-----------X 

Two walls OX and OY intersect at right angles at the point O. 
Point A is 30 metres from this intersection along the wall OX, and 
point B is exactly 80 metres from A along a line AB drawn at an 
angle of 600 to the wall OX. 

How far from 0 should a point Q be along the wall OY, so that the 
total distance AQ + QB is a minimum, i.e. what is the distance 
OQ? 
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57 The census taker 

A lady census taker rings the doorbell of a house in a suburban 
street and a man comes to the door. 

'Excuse me, sir,' says the census taker. 'Could you tell me how 
many people live here and what are their ages?' 

'Certainly,' replies the man. 'But since you 're obviously very 
interested in numbers, I'll leI you work it oul for yourself. There 
are three people living here. The product of their ages is 1296, 
and the sum of their ages is equal to Ihe door number.' 

. The census laker smiles, and steps back to look at the door 
number, and the man adds: 

'You 'll also need to know that one of us here is as old as the total 
number of cars that you can see on this street .' 

The census taker counts the number of cars that she sees, and 
then writes down the ages of the three occupants. 

Assuming all ages are in whole numbers of years , what was the 
door number? 
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58 A number crossword 

Capital letters refer to clues across. Lower-case letters refer to 
clues down. 

(A) Sum of digits~26. 

(e) Seeg. 
(E)(A+a)/3. 
(F) Sum ot digits~ 2. 

(H) A square 
(J) Sum of digits~ 11. 
(L) E-e. 
(N) (m - g) x 4. 
(0) Seeg. 
(P)A- BO. 

(a) A square with sum of 
digits=16. 
(b) Divisible by 60. 
(c) Sum of digits= 5. 
(d) A square. 
(g) g2+e2~02. 

(i)d - H. 
U) a- 300. 
(k) Sum of d igits~ 12. 
(I) A square. 
(m) E- H. 

Sum of all digits is divisible by 29. 
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59 Another number crossword 

Capital letters refer to clues across. Lower-case leUers refer to 
clues down. 

A2+ C2= d2, 
N2 + H2=m2 . 

12_a2= b2_j2= 1202. 

H= 5 x m/13. 
P = d-1O= j- 100. 
9 is a square+ 14. 
E is divisible by 10. 
o is twice a prime. 

E= gI3. 
L= p+ 8. 
g = fxk+10. 
a = 2xc - 8. 
b=d + 100. 
g 's digits add up to 15. 
i= A- m. 

Sum of all digits is divisible by 19. 
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60 A series of primes 

Very short and sweet , this one. 

I want you to find the least number of consecutive prime 
numbers that add up to 106,620. 

That's all. 



Answers 
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Quickies 

81. 

2 There is no missing £1. The dilemma is merely in the way in which 
the problem is posed. Each man paid £3, making £27 - of this, the 
waiter got £2 and the manager £25. 

3 Statement (4), Le. only four of the statements are false. 

4 5. 

5 A 5p piece and a SOp piece. We did say that one of them wasn't a 
SOp piece - but the other one is! 

6 
p U N C H 

P U N C H 

P U N C H 

p U N C H 

P U N C H 

7 Three boys and four girls. 

8 They are both the .same distance away when they pass. 

9 It would be you! 

10 A bit naughty this one. He was smoking fifty a day at the outset, but 
he also had four cigarettes left over from his last packet. 

11 Twenty-one pounds. 

12 Each p6rson gets one orange but one man also gets the box. 

13 Twenty days. 
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14 Three ducks. 

15 Adayandahalf. 

16 IF= 41 . AT= 35. FIAT= 1435. 

17 13. 

18 129'3. 

20 There are approx . 1,094 million sq yd in a square metre and 1,609 
million mm in a mile. Hence the answer is (b). 

21 61. Each is a perfect square read from back to front. 

22 The lellers of NEW DOOR can easily be rearranged to form ONE 
WOAD. 

23 Since the relative speed of the trains to each other is 
SO + 70= 120mph, Le. 2 miles per minute , it follows that l S minutes 
before crossing they will be 30 mites apart. 

24 504. 

25 Agreed. When written down the number is 1211 1. 

26 The word INCORRECTLY. Amusingly enough, when this quickie 
first appeared, the editor of pew at that time (who shalt be 
nameless!) thought he would do a bit of editing and without realising 
the significance of the wording, changed it 10: 

'There is one word on this page which is nol spell correctly .. . " 

Which was the way in which it was first published. 

27 He was standing 20 yards inside a tunnel. 

28 Alan has three, Billy has six, and Charlie has eleven. 
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29 By the end of the 171h day and night he would be 3 feel from the top, 
and therefore on the 18th day, i .e. 18th February, he would climb 3 
feet and reach Ihe top . 

30 76001b. There are four faces to Ihe clock. 

31 He would have 10 drive at infinite speed, therefore the answer is 
impossible. If you require further explanation, suppose the distance 
is 30 miles, Then it would take him one hour to get to work. Since the 
total journey is 60 miles, in order to average 60 mph, he would need 
to return home in no time at all. 

32 The SOp didn't go anywhere. The figures are'correct as they are. 
The apparent anomaly is caused by trying to add rates together to 
give an aggregate rate, i.e. so much per something , in our case 
pounds of tomatoes per SOp. You just can't do that and get the rig ht 
answer. If the two ladies had wanted to fix a correct joint price, they 
would have had to calculate the price per pound in each case and 
then add them together. In this case it would have resulted in 5O/3p 
per Ib plus 50/2p per Ib= 41 %p per 21b, or 6 1b for £1 .25. There 
wou ld then be no anomaly. 

33 Easy. Just go vertically downwards to get 10 the land! 

34 There are several ways of doing this. Here's a sample: 

5+5 = 1 
5+5 

?+ § = 2 
5 5 

5+ 5+5 = 3 
5 

5- 5 
V 5x5 = 4 

5 x 5 = 5 
V5X5 

g;-5 ~ 6 
5 

2.Jf- ~7 
5 Vs 
~-L6 
·0 5 

5+5-~ = 9 
5 

.§..-~ = 10 
·5 5 
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35 The floor is six foot one inch below the egg. 

36 You can't dig half a hole. 

37 Rowing and backstroke swimming. 

38 It contains the digits zero to nine in alphabetical order. 

39 This is almost the same problem as Quickie 32. You can't add rates 
to get a total rate. For further explanation see the solution to 
Quickie 32. 

40 Are you sitting comfortably? The rice paper would be 17,769,885 
miles thick. If you don·1 believe ii, try folding it yourself! 

41 This is an old chestnut which my father (God rest his soul) first told 
to me. The standard answer is that they both weigh the same, since 
a pound is a pound, no matter what the material. But, in fact, 
feathers are measured on the Avoirdupois scale of weights in which 
there are 16 ounces 10 the pound, whereas gold is measured on the 
Troy scale in which there are 12 ounces to the pound. So the 
feathers would weigh the most. 

42 This is the reason why Archimedes ran naked down the street 
crying, 'I've found it" The water level would go up more if you put 
the penny into the saucer. 

43 23 - the series is thai of prime numbers. 

44~ 7 2 9 

o 2 

2 4 3 

45 T - they are alilellers composed of straighl lines. 
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46 There are an infinite number of places where this could occur. The 
most obvious of Ihese is the South Pole, but he could also be at any 
place which is 1 mile south of a point where the cross-section of the 
Earth is a circle of circumference 1 mile. 

47 All births are 01 babies, not women. 

48~ 5 6 1 

7 4 

2 4 3 

49 N -the series is one, two, three , four, etc. 

50 500 - they are the units of UK currency. 

51 31 and 10,000. Each term in the series is 16 expressed in a different 
number base starting with base 16. 

52 Zero. 

53 This is one of several solutions. 

2 9 4 

7 5 3 

6 1 8 

54 STARTLING 
STARTING 
STARING 
STRING 
STING 
SING 
SIN 
IN 
I 
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55 90. 

56 West. Check it on the map if you don't believe it. 

57 'I do.' 

58 2 112 pence. 

59 47, 53, 59 , 61 . 

60 Ninety games - since there will be ninety teams eliminated. 

62 All the children are boys! 

63 She had triplets. 

64 Still only one rung, since the ship goes up with the water. 

65 It was his mother. 

66 Fifteen. First he smoked the ten , giving him ten butts. The he made 
three more from nineof the butts and had a butt left over. When he'd 
smoked those, he still had four butts , which made one more 
cigarette , and left him with two butts. 

Then a friend came along and lent him a butt which he used to make 
his fifteenth cigarette , and when he'd smoked that he gave his 
friend his butt back. 

67 The grandfather is his mother's father. 

68 Half way, after that he's running out again . 
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69 The neighbouring farmer brings a cow to make the lotal18. 
He then gives the eldest son one·half - i.e. 9 cows . 
He then gives the second son one·third - i.e. 6 cows. 
He then gives his youngest son one·ninth - i.e. 2 cows, 
making a total of 17 cows. So he then takes his own cow home. 

70 His friends subscribe and buy him one. 
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Micropuzzles 

1 Pythagoras for beginners 

This problem is easily solved by heuristic methods (trial and error'), 
using a couple of nested loops in a BASIC computer program. The 
triangle with the smallest area is one with sides 144, 192, and 240. II 
has a perimeter of 144 and an area of 13,824. 

2 Flying the Glasgow shuttle 

This problem in logical reasoning should not have proved too difficult. 
The pilot's name is Smilh. 

3 A Chessboard dilemma 

Hardly a problem for the micro - much more easily solved with a 
diagram and a few counters. There are two possible solutions, as 
shown. 

x X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
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4 A palindromic puzz le 

This was a certainty for the micro - all you needed was a subroutine that 
would check lor a number being palindromic. The fOllowing BASIC 
statements would do just that 

10 M0%=0: X$= STRS(X#) 
20 IF MID$ (X$,l ,1)= "11 THEN X$= RIGHT$ (X$, LEN(X$) - l ): 

GOT020 
30 FOR 1 %~ 1TO LEN(X$)/2 
40 IF MID$(X$,I%, l ) <> MID$(X$, LEN(X$) - I%+ l ,1) TH EN 

MO%= l 
50 NEXTI% 
60 RETURN 

Enter the subroutine with the number in double precision form in x#. If 
the number is palindromic, the variable MO% will be zero on exit 

For the discerning reader, line 20 removes leading spaces which some 
BASICs add when they convert a number to string format. 

Once you have this , or a similar routine , then the problem can be easily 
solved by a simple loop program, although if you wished, you could find 
ways of speeding up the calculation. 

The answers are as follows: 

(1) Alan's and Bert's mileometers are palindromic again after 321123 
miles, 
(2) Alan's and Colin's mileometers are palindromic again after 111 111 
miles. 
(3) Bert's and Colin's mileometers are palindromic again alter 0110 
miles. 
(4) Alllhree mileometers are mutually palindromic after 655666 miles. 
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5 Digital dexterity 

This isn't really one for the micros, unless of course , you have a routine 
fordealing with very large integers- i.e. multiple precision. Subroutines 
can be written without too much difficulty for this purpose - some 
systems have them supplied. 

Analytically, however, the problem can be solved as follows: 

Consider the number in the form 
X= AO+ 10 x Al + 100 x A2+ 1000x A3+. etc .... + 10n x An 

Then, the required condition is satisfied if 

AO xX=Al + 10 x A2+ 100 x A3 + .......... + 10n
-

1 x An +1 0n x AO 

AO (10n + 1_ 1) 
I.e. X= ~~c-::~~ 

10x AO-l 

10 - 1 
Therefore must be integral. 

10xAO- l 

Hence, to find the solution for AO-2, the denominator of the above 
fraction is 19, therefore we must find a power of 10 which is one more 
than a multiple of 19. The smallest is 10 to the power of 19, which is 1 
followed by 18 zeros. The required value of X can then be calculated 
longhand very simply, albeit laboriously. 

The solutions to the puzzle are: 

(2) 105,263, 157, 894, 736,842 
(3) 1,034,482, 758,620, 689,655, 172. 413, 793 
(4) 102564 
(5)102, 040.816, 326,530, 612,244,897,959, 183,673, 469.387, 755 
(6) 1,016,949, 152,542,372,881,355, 932, 203,389,830, 508,474. 
576,271 , 186, 440.677,966 
(7) 1,014, 492, 753,623, 188,405, 797 
(8) 1,012,658, 227, 848 
(9) 10,112,359,550, 561, 797, 752,808, 988, 764,044, 943, 820, 224, 
719 

Phew! 
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6 A pal indromic square 

No problems here, if you use the subroutine that we described in the 
solution to Micropuzzle 4. The answer is 698896, which is the square of 
836. 

7 More perfect squares 

When this puzzle was originally set, we were su rprised to lind quite a 
large percentage of entrants who got it wrong. Again, it shouldn't have 
been too difficult to write a small program to solve it - probably 
consisting of three nested loops. 

As it turns out, the smallest answer could have been calculated quite 
easily with pencil and paper. 25 is the average of 1 and 49, 

8 A question of logic 

This was a puzzle in logical thought. The correct answer was GREEN. 
The solution could be deduced by trial and error, testing each colour 
possibility in tum and eliminating ones which proved invalid. 

9 The whole truth and nothing but the truth 

Another logical puzzle, There was a lovely rhyme about this lrom a 
reader in Edinburgh which I must include here. 

I slowly strolled beside Ihe sea, 
And chanced upon some natives three, 
With natives evenly divided 
Twixt truth, untruth, and undecided. 

I asked of one which tribe was he, 
And which were numbers two and three, 
He mumbled lirstlhen spoke outright , 
The first one's grey, two's black, three's white. 

t pondered this reply untrue 
(While could not be bolh three and Iwo), 
Until at last it dawned on me, 
They were black - one, white - two, grey-three. 

You can't pul the answer better than that! 
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10 TalkIng turkey 

A nice problem for a micro. A simple counter is needed to keep tabs on 
the number of days in the month, but otherwise straightforward enough. 

The answers are: 

last bird eaten is no. 63. 
Christmas dinner 1985 is no. 76. 

11 The not-50-perfect square 

This puzzle proved to be a real toughie! Many readers swore that it was 
impossible (1'11 bet many of you have reached that conclusion too) . 
Some just swore! That was because they were thinking in integers and 
not considering the possibility that fractions can be pertect squares too. 

The answer is (41/12)2. 

If you add 5 you get (49/ 12)2. 

If you subtract 5 you get (31/ 12)2. 

12 Squaring the cube 

This was a bit more difficult than usual. But it succumbs to computer 
solution if you tackle it correctly. If you merely generate all possibilities 
one by one, you could end up taking literally years. 

A bit of thought, however, will tell you one number must contain six 
digits and the other four digits . 3 and 7 or 5 and 5 are not possible. 

II you also realise that since all squares end in either 0, 1,4, 5,6, or 9, 
then the four-digit number cannot end in 2. 3, 7. or 8. otherwise its cube 
could not be a square. Furthermore, since any digit can only be used 
once only, numbers ending in 0 or 5 are eliminated also. This means 
that the four-digit number must end in 1,4,6, or 9. 

You can now write a simple loop to try all possibilities that are left. You 
will still need a subroutine which will tell you if the digits are used only 
once, but that can be overcome with a table look-up approach with the 
numbers converted to string form . 

The answer is 4761 and 328509. 
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13 A natural mistake 

The problem can be easily solved by micro since the range of numbers 
isn 't too great. When we set it, we hadn 't considered the possibility of 
using a one-half pence coin, so there were answers thai we hadn't 
allowed for. 

There are three solutions: 

(1) £1.20, £1.25, £1 .50, £3.16. 
(2) £1 .121f2, £1.28, £1.58, £3.121f2, 
(3) £1.18%, £1 .20, £1.60, £3.121f2. 

14 Ten-digit perfect square 

Not too difficult for a micro provided you have double precision 
arithmetic facilities. II not then you'd belter write your own, for many of 
these puzzles require numbers larger than those which most standard 
BASICs will handle. It shouldn't be too difficu lt if you use two or more 
integer variables in array form to represent the parts of each number. 

In addition you'lI need the facility for counting digits used, but this would 
be similar to the rouline that was needed for solving Micropuzzre 12. 

The ten answers are as follows: 

(0)1 ,600,000,000. 
(1)1 ,101 ,11 1,489. 
(2)1 ,254,222,225. 
(3)3,333,330,225. 
(4)4 ,434,494,464. 
(5)4,555,575,025. 
(6)4 ,666,665,969. 
(7)7 ,907,477,776. 
(8)3 ,828,886,884. 
(9)2,909,199,969. 
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15 A bad connection 

When this puzzle was first set in pew, the 14p stamp was just being 
introduced. In fact , one reader said the problem was impossible, 
because it hadn't, up to then. I wonder if you will still be able to buy 14p 
stamps when this book is published. 

Incidentally, I wonder if the Post Office do withdraw stamps from 
circulation any time . It would be hard to see how they could, since 
there'd be bound to be someone who kept some. I suppose that must 
mean that stamps can ', be treated like coins - e.g. withdrawn from 
circulation - or can they? 

Anyway, the puzzle was a problem in logic. If you consider aU possible 
ways in which you can spend the £2 on the particular stamps, buying at 
least one of each, which is what the first sentence in the conversation 
implies, then there are five possibilities, as shown: 

12p 14p 17p Total 
(1) 8 5 2 15 
(2) 1 11 2 14 
(3) 4 6 4 14 
(4) 7 1 6 14 
(5) 3 2 8 13 

Since the total number of stamps wasn't enough to tell B the numbers of 
each that had been bought , wecan eliminate (1) and (5) from the list. So 
there must have been fourteen stamps. 

Now if the answer to the question 'Did you buy only one of one kind. 
had been 'Yes', then there still would not have been sufficient" 
information, since cases (2) and (4) both contain one of one kind. 
Therefore the answer to the question must have been 'No', and hence 
Bwas able to say, ' In that case, you bought . . . ' So that means Ihatcase 
(3) was the one. 

The answer therefore is: 

4 x 12p stamps 
6 x 14p stamps 
4 x 17p stamps 
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16 A numerical traverse 

This problem could be solved by micro, since the number of 
combinations of moves isn't too enormous (each move opens up three 
possible moves), but in fact it probably was just as easy to find the 
answer by pencil and paper, which is what most contestants did. 

The two routes giving maximum difference were: 

(1) Start-8-14-8-18-14-19-16- 18-15-17-Finish (166). 
(2) Start-2-2-3-3-7 -1'-2-2-'-'-8-Finish (42). 

Giving a difference of 124. 

17 A problem of check-digits 

This is a nice liltle micro application, which involves not just the usual 
number-bashing, but requires a little bit of sophisticated programming if 
done properly. In particular, the routine to generate possible weights 
which are multiples of successive primes would be interesting to 
program. However, you could be lazy and leave a six-level nested loop 
running for a week or two, if you wished. 

Anyway, however you tackled the problem, you will have the correct 
answer if the weights you obtained were: 

82,86, 94,53, 59, 61, respectively, 

and the check-sum of the ninth number is 51. 

18 Ceremonial rice pudding 

This puzzle caused quite a few sarcastic comments about the length of 
time thaI the poor of the village had to wail before they got fed. It was an 
ideal problem for the number-bash type of approach that is so easy 
using a micro program. It can be reduced a bit if you consider only 
situations when the tolal number of grains to date divides exactly by 23. 

Since the number of grains after n hours is 

nx (1 + n)/2 

then for this to divide by 23, clearly n would need to be a multiple of 22 or 
23. This will eliminate much of the search. 
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The answer is that each villager gets 3 ,218,436 grains, if he hasn't 
starved to death before then , since the ceremony lasts for 12,167 
hours, which is just over a year! 

19 Who 's who 

Another puzzle in logical. reasoning, easily solved with a grid in which 
the rows are used for the vocations, and the columns for names. 

Mr Baker turns out to be the parson. 

20 Word frustration 

This puzzle is ideal for micros, but not for calcu lators without alpha 
facility. the way to approach this is to write a program which generates 
all possible combinations of moves, starting with a one-character 
string, then forming four two-character slrings, and displaying the 
strings on the screen. 

If any sIring makes alphabetical sense (i.e. a possible word) , then its 
four derivatives should be generated and also displayed. (You will need 
to store valid strings in an array as they are buill up.) If the string dearly 
has a non-permissible sequence of letters (this approach would be 
impossible in Poland!) , then it need not be developed further. As the 
program proceeds, you will eliminate all bul the correct solution, 
although your eyes will probably be watering by the time you·ve 
finished. 

If you do this correctty, you will come up with the correct sequence of 
words, which was: 

DEBATES 
ORATORY 
UNDYING 
BARTERS 
LASTING 
EASTERN 
STER NLY 

Making the required word DOUBLES. 
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21 A pos itional problem 

I suppose this puzzle can be solved only by trial and error, but for thai 
purpose the micro could be useful. The problem is very simila r to the 
well-known chess problem where you must put eight queens on a 
chessboard so thai no queen can be taken by any other. 

To generate the possible solutions by micro would call for an initial 
definition for each position (1to 64) of the other positions which were on 
the same diagonal. Then , if you initially set up an array with sixty-four 
elements set to zero, you could allocate the first square to the first 
queen, and set the values of all other ' takeable' squares to 1. Then 
search down the array for the next zero element and repeat. Once a 
solution had been found, you could flag the squares used in some way 
so as to avoid its repetition. 

Anyway, that should give you an idea for a computer approach. Once 
you had obtained a combination, you could Ihen easily evaluate its 
score - and so obtain the maximum. 

Incidentally, that maximum is 62, obtained from the squares A6, A7, B1 , 
02, F6 , F7 , G4, H1 . 

22 Generating a specific value 

This puzzle shouldn't have proved too hard for a number-crunching 
sclulion - I don't know any other method by which you could have done 
it. 

The values of X and Y to give the maximum value of E are 64321 and 5, 
respectively, giving E"" 19,856,844,651 . 
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23 Sums of squares 

A rather tough one, this , and I can 't see an algorithm that would be 
convenient for programming. Clearly, the more squares you can get 
from two integers, the better will be the score, and when there are no 
more two-integer squares, then three-integer squares are the next 
best. On the other hand, it is essential to use all the integers, so, all in ali , 
I'm pleased that I just set the puzzles, and don't always have to solve 
them! 

Anyway, the maximum score that was submitted (by about seventeen 
entrants) was 97 obtained as foliows (j separates the squares, and a 
comma separates the integers comprising the squares) : 

1,3 / 4 ,5 / 2,6,8 / 12,13 / 16,20 / 31 ,33 / 40,41 / 9 ,10,23,26,32 / 
25,27,34,35 / 19,36,37,38,39 / 29 ,30,42,47,48 / 
11,14,15,17,18,22,24,44,60 / 21 ,28,45,46,52,64 / 7,49,51 ,53,63,66 / 
50,67,68,69 ,70 / 56,58,59,61,62,65 / 54,55,57,77,78,79, / 
43,71 ,72,73,74,75,76 

This solution uses ali the integers. 

24 A very prime word 

It's strange how an alphabetic puzzle can be guaranteed to produce a 
low response from PCW readers. I've never understood why, but irs 
definitely so. I would have thought that all you computer whizzes would 
have been into crosswords and any kind of puzzle, and not just the 
numeric ones. Perhaps irs because you can't get the computer to help 
so easily. 

Anyway, with this puzzle, I would have thought that you could generate 
primes and translate them into words and print them out. There may be 
too many for the average micro, but I happen to know that one or two of 
my readers are not averse to using any computer power available - the 
more the better - and quite a few mainframes have been known to have 
expended the odd second or two on PCW 'Leisure Lines· problems! 

The best solution submitted was made up of the prime number 
2,772,776,528,653 which translates to ASSASSINATING. 
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25 Fleldcratt 

If you attempt to solve this problem by a computer program, you should 
consider the horizontal side of the field to be split into intervals of, say, 
100x 6 It. Then set up an equation (using Pythagoras) for the distance 
and thence derive the travel time between one of the intervals on AD 
and another on EF, and similarly the distance and travel time between 
the intervals on EF and GH, and GH and BC. 

Then the problem can be solved by a program with four nested loops 
which vary the intervals on AD Irom 1 to 100, and then on EF from the 
AD value to 100, and then on GH from the EFvalue of 100, and finally 
on BC from the GH value to 100. (I hope you can understand that.) 

When you have obtained the 6 ft intervals within which the minimum 
time occurs , then you can break these sections into say seventy-two 
one-inch intervals , and repeat the process, down to any level of 
accuracy that you require - although to the nearest inch is probably 
good enough. 

The answer you should get is 2 minutes and 22 seconds. 

26 Opening day at the school 

A logical puzzle, which had an ambiguity in its original wording, but 
which we have now removed. So, you should therefore have reached a 
single solution, which is TUESDAY. 

27 A very charitable dilemma 

Another logical problem, and I'm afraid I know of no easy way of solving 
this other than by generating all the money distribution combinations
either manually, or by means of a computer program. 

The answer is that there are fifty relatives and six charities. 
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28 Cows, pigs, and horses 

More logic. Again no explanation is needed other than the hinl to think 
at the oulsel of which pens could contain horses. This gives us a set of 
possibilities such that pens C, D, or F can conlain horses, and if there is 
more than one horse, there must be two only, in pens C and F. 

From this you can deduce that the animals are as follows: 

Sheep in C. 
Pigs in A, F, H. 
Cows in B, E, G. 
Horse in D. 

29 An exact number of factors 

Although this problem can be 'bashed out' fairly easily with a lillie bit of 
programming, it can also be solved analytically. 

Suppose the number that we are seeking is A. Then suppose its prime 
factors are Pl , P2, P3, etc. 

Now, if we express A in terms of powers of these prime factors 

A=PI 8 x P2bxP3cx . 

then the number A will contain exactly (a+ t )X(b+ 1) x(c+ 1) ... factors 
including unity and the number itself. 

Now since we want a number which will contain 104 factors excluding 
unity, i.e. 105 including unity, and also since 105= 3x5 x 7, we can 
choose any three prime factors, PI , P2, and P3, and values of a= 2, 
b= 4, c= 6. 

Then the product of P12 x P24 x P36 will give us a number with exactly 
104 factors, excluding unity. 

In order to get the smallest number, we should choose PI , P2, and P3 
accordingly - i.e . PI = 2, P2= 3, and P3= 5. This gives a value 
A= 129,600. 

Similarly, if we require the smallest odd number, then we must exclude 
2 from our choice of prime factors. Then, the smallest possible result 
will be when Pl = 3, P2= 4, P3=7, and the value obtained will be 
22,325,625. 
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30 Cubes and squares 

Very easy, this one. Ideal for a programming solution. All that is needed 
is to generate the cube and the fourth power of successive integers. 
Since 300 raised to the power of 4 is almost an eleven-digit number, you 
can see that you don 't have to go too far in a loop. The only problem for 
the program is 10 lesllhal all the digits 0-9 are used, and this is a 
recurring requirement in this type of problem, so by now, no doubt, 
you'll have a subroutine for doing just that. 

The solution is that x= 18, and that the cube == 5832, and the fourth 
power:: 1 04976. 

31 A question of remainders 

Another fairly easy one. Simple to program - even readily solvable on a 
programmable calculator. Not worth discussing further, except to give 
the two possible answers 5039 and 7559. 

32 A problem of prime factors 

This puzzle is more easily solved by ana lytical methods than by 
computing . 

Let us suppose we start off by considering the worst possible case, 
where the factors are 97, 2, and 1. Now the number would be 97 x 2 x 1. 

Now if we replace the 97 by 89 , 5 and 3, then clearly the product will 
increase. If we then exchange the 510r a3 and a 2, then the product will 
increase further. The only level at which it becomes disadvantageous to 
exchange one prime factor for two smaller ones is when the factors are 
2s. The two 3s are preferable to three 2s. 

And so the maximum product will be lound when the factors are 2s and 
3s, but with not more than two 2s. Thai is, when X==22 x 332, giving 
X= 7,412,080,755,407,364. 
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33 The ladies of the committee 

A nice puzzle in logic, solvable with squared paper and a pencil for a 
change. The answer was summed up beautifully in rhyme by a reader 
from Scotland (as was an earlier puzzle - I thought it was the Welsh that 
were supposed to be the bards?). 

When all the votes were counted, 
And likes and dislikes reckoned , 
The Captain 's place went Audrey's way, 
With Freda closely second. 

Wee Betty was made Treasurer, 
But what a fuss, I guess. 
If that's what golfing folks are like, 
I think I'll stick to chess. 

34 An unusual number 

Fairly straightforward number-crunching, although as usual, a bit 01 
Ihought and planning in advance will cui down the processing time. 

There were two solutions: 

109989, which when multiplied by 9 gives 989901. 
219978, which when multiplied by 4 gives 879912. 
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35 Tadpoles, terrapins , tortoises, and turtles 

Can be done analytically - probably more quickly than by a micro 
program, bu t certainly the micro approach is on. I'll give the analytical 
method here so you'll get the idea for future puzzles if you're not familiar 
with the approach. 

Let's suppose the numbers of tadpoles. terrapins, tortoises, and turtles 
are A, B, C, and 0 respectively. 

Then we have two equations: 

(1) 59A+ 199B+ 287C+344D= 10000 (pence). 
(2)A+ B+ C+0+l00. 

If we substitute for A from equation (2) inlo equation (1), we get: 

(3) 140B+ 228C+ 285D=4100. 

Dividing (3) by 140 (the least coefficient) gives: 

(4) B+C+88C/ 140+ 2D+50/ 140= 29+40/ 140. 

Since B, C, 0 are integers, it follows that 

88C+ 5D- 40 

140 

must be also integer, say M. Then, we have: 

(5) 88C+50- 40= 140M 

which we again divide by the smallest coefficient, in this case 5. This 
gives us: 

(6) 17C +3C!5+ D-8~28M . 

Hence, 3C/5 must be integer, therefore C= 5, 10, 15, etc. If C= 5, then 
80+ 0 = 281 , and thus D= 4, or 32, or 60, etc. (All possible solutions can 
be followed up, but forthis purpose, I shal l merely use the obvious one.) 

Thus, if C= 5, and 0 = 4, then equation (3) gives 8 = 13, and finally, 
equation (2) gives A = 78. Hence the required solution is that there are 
78 tadpoles , 13 terrapins, 5 tortoises, and 4 turtles. This is the only 
solution in which all creatures are present, although there are other 
solutions in which only three out of the four are bought. 
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36 More cubes and squares 

This is probably best approached by the old faithful method of 
number-ba'shing on the micro. On the other hand, it isa relatively simple 
task to set down the factors of 2,000,000 at the outset, and thus save a 
little bit of calculation. In fact, if you are lucky enough to possess a 
calculator which works to ten places, you will probably find the problem 
quite trivial. 

The answer is 5000, since 3003 -2,OOO,000 = 5001i. 

37 Sums of cubes 

Another one for the micro. No explanation needed, I would think, except 
that you should start with successive integers, and for each different 
starting point , try, say, up to 100 consecutive cubes, testing the 
accumulated sum al each step to see if you have a perfect square. 

If you haven't got the answer by the lime your starting integer is 15, then 
your program has a bug in it , because the correct answer is 97344 
which is the sum of twelve consecutive cubes starting at 14, i.e. 
97344=3122 = 143 + 153 + 163 + ... +253

. 
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38 Coconuts galore 

This is truly a golden Oldie, a classic puzzle that appears in may shapes 
and guises. Although a micro could handle it by trial and error of 
successive values, there is a very neat analytical solution which t came 
across several years ago. 

I! there are m men, then clearly l - m is a solution, albeit a negative one, 
since, if you take one away (the one for the monkey) , and then divide 
the remainder by m, il will mean that each man gets -1. I! one man then 
lakes his portion and puts the rest back , Ihen there will be 1- m again. 
And the process can be repeated. 

Now, if there are m men, there will be m + 1 share-outs, and therefore, 
besides 1 - m being a solution, there will also be solutions at intervals 
of: 

1_ m + m(m+l ) and 
l _ m+2x m(m+ l l and 
l - m+3x m(m-+- l ) 

and at every multiple of m(m+ 1). 

But clearly, the least positive solution will be 1- m+m(m+l). 

In our problem, m= 6, therefore the minimum number of coconuts is : 

1- 6+67 = 279,931 coconuts. 

39 More trouble with remainders 

A simple computer solution, with a loop from 5,000 to 50,000, and 
several remainder tests within that loop. The process can be 
considerably speeded up if you make the increment within the loop 
equal 10 the largest of the divisors - in this case 17. 

The rest is easy, and the answer that you should get is 29031 . 
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40 Ball-bearing pyramids 

The only hard part about this problem is in working oUllhe formulae for 
the number of bali-bearings in n layers of each of the three types of 
pyramid. 

This is as follows: 

(1) The square pyramid 

A:: nx(n+ l)x(2n+l)/6 

(2) The triangular pyramid 

A::nx(n+ l) x (n + 2)/6 

(3) The rectangular pyramid with top layer of b balls 

A= n x (n+ 1 ) x (2n+3b- 2)/6 

Using these formulae, you can work out the number of balls contained 
in any frustrum of the pyramid, between any two layers , and that is all 
you need for the solution. 

If you use the micro for solving this problem. you will quickly prove that 
the only pyramid that can possibly contain 36894 balls is a rectangular 
one with top layer of 11 . and 43 layers in all. The area of ground covered 
would be approx. 43 x 53 square inches - some pyramid! 
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41 Sums of primes. etc. 

A little bit nastier than normal, this one, although the numbers involved 
do not call for double precision work. 

To tackle it by program would require you to set up an array for storing 
all the prime numbers up to 8999 - there are approximately 1200 of 
them. If you haven't enough storage for this, then you would need to 
generate them each different number you tesl. The BASIC subroutine 
shown below will generate successive primes for you , relatively 
efficiently. 

Once you have the primes, then all you need do is test each odd integer 
between 1 and 8999 to meet the required criteria. This would entail 
successive testing of each prime in the array to see whether the 
difference between it and the odd integer was twice a perfect square. 

There may be easier methods, but there's something very satisfying 
about solving a problem by computer trial and error which you wouldn't 
be ab!e to solve analytically. 

Aller all the processing has finished - and the above program will get 
slower, as the integer being tested increases - you will find that there 
are two answers, 5777 and 5993. 

Now here's the subroutine which will generate successive primes 
starting at 11. It uses a function FNDIV which you will need to define at 
the start of your program. Also you will need to initialise the variable X 
with a value of 9 and the variable 01 % with the value of 2. 

If you should need to use this routine for other problems, and you would 
wish to start generating primes from, say, 2000 onwards, then you 
should set X to any number ending in 9, below the point where you wish 
to start - in this case 1999 - and set 01 % to 2. 

The subroutine is entered at line 100, and on exit the variable X 
contains the next prime, and the routine is left (dare I say it?) primed for 
the next value to be produced. 

10 X=9:01 %=2:AEM INITIAL VALUES 
20 DEF FNDIV(1%)=X-l %x INT(x/l %) 
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100 ONQ1%GOT0110,130,150, 170 
110 X= X+2: Q1 % = 2: FOR 1 % = 3 TO SQR(X) STEP 2: IF FNOIV 

(1%) = OTHEN 130 
120 NEXT1 %: GOT0190 
130 X= X+ 2:Q1 %=3: FOR 1%=3 TO SQR(X) STEP 2: IF FNOIV 

(1 %)~OTHEN 150 
140 NEXT l %:GOTO 190 
150 X= X+ 4:Ql %=4: FOR 1 % = 3 TO SQR(X) STEP 2: IF FNOIV 

(1%)=OTHEN 170 
160 NEXT1 %: GOT0190 
170 X = X+2:Q1 %= 1: FOR 1%=3 TO SQA(X) STEP 2: IF FNOIV 

(l%)=O THEN 110 
180 NEXT 1 %: GOTO 190 
190 RETURN 

42 The numerate marathon runner 

A fairly easy problem, and one which should have been a doddle for the 
home (or office) computer. However. instead of bashing it through 
from scratch, a li"le bit of initial analysis can save a lot 01 programming 
time. 

If you know that the formula for the sum of n successive integers 
starting at 1 is given by: 

sum= nx (n+ 1)12 

then . if the runner is number X and there are Y runners, 

(a) the sum of the numbers up to and including his is (X + 1) x x/2; 
(b) the sum of all the numbers is (Y + 1 )xY/2. 

Hence the sum 01 numbers above his must be (b) - (a) and the sum 01 
numbers below his will equat (a) - X. 

Since these two vatues are to be equal, we find that the equations 
simplify to : 2X2 = y 2 + Y= Yx(Y + 1). 

So we have to lind an integer which when multipled by the next integer 
above gives twice a perfect square. and which lies between 100 and 
1000 (since there are other solutions) . 

This is easily obtained by micro or pocket calculator, and the answer is 
that X:::: 204 and Y= 288. 
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43 Ten-digit primes 

Not much sophistication about this problem. As far as I'm aware , the 
only way to solve it is by a hard slog on the micro . You could make use of 
the prime number generator routine described in the answer to 
Micropuzzle 41 , but you wilt need to extend it to use double precision 
arithmetic. 

Many of our intrepid readers got the correct answers when the puzz le 
was originally set , but as I remarked earlier, I have good reason to 
suppose that there is a correlation between the publication date of pew 
and the peaking of main-frame usage throughout the country (and 
overseas too, I'll be bound). 

The answers to th is problem (ten parts) are: 

0 - 1 ,000,000,007 
1 - 1,111 ,111 ,121 
2 - 2,222,222,291 
3 - 3,333,133,333 
4 - 4,444,444,447 
5 - 5,555,555,557 
6 - 6,666,666,661 
7 - 7,777,717,777 
8 - 8,888,880,881 
9 - 9, 199,999,999 

44 Approximations 

This req uires a bit more effort than just the usual micro slog. I would 
tackle it by setting up as many as possible of the BASIC expressions 
using A, B, C, and 0 together with the limited arithmetic operators that 
are provided (at least, you don't have to consider rools, factorials , and 
such like) . Naturally you wi ll not cover all possibilities , since using 
brackets does enlarge the number of combinations, but some will 
obviously be unnecessary. 

Then you can put program loops around these, to vary X and Y, 
between reasonable limits. When you see the direction that the results 
are taking, you can modify the loop values, and eliminate equations as 
you wish. That's how I would have tackled the problem - but then, I 
probably wouldn't have got the correct solution which was an exact 
one: 

X= 5,476,209,930 Y=20,OOO 

The correct expression is (A+ B)/ (C+ D). 
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45 Palindromic cycles 

Delightful problem for even the smallest of micros. You would need to 
use a routine for checking palindromicity(?), on the lines of the one I 
presented with an earlier puzzle. 

Apart from that, you should have no difficulty in getting the correct 
solution, which was: 89, or 98. 

Either of these becomes palindromic after 24 operations. 

46 Mother and daughter 

This one was a little bit tougher than usual, but examine the equation 

3A+ 4B+6C+8D: 161 

(where A, B, C, and D are the numbers of stamps bought by Alice, Betty, 
Celia, and Doris, respectively) , 

This equation can be transposed to 

3(A+ 2C)+ 4{B+2D):161. 

If we divide through by 3, we find that B+2D-2 must be divisible by 3. 

This gives us a range of possibilities for Band D, remembering that Ihe 
least value can be 3 and the maximum value 24. 

If we write down these possibilities, and then look at the combinations 
available for A and C, the problem comes down to three possible 
solutions: 

(1) A~ 11 , B~8, C~ 1 2, D~ 3. 

(2)A~7, B~ 11 , C~ 12, D~ 3. 

(3) A~ 11 , B~ 1 8, C~ 4, D~ 4. 

However, solution (3) involves a tie for the fewest number of stamps, 
and the problem does state that the daughter bought the fewest 
number, so therefore we must assume that there was no lie. 

Of the two remaining possible solutions, in both cases the outcome is 
the same - C is the mother, and 0 is the daughter. 
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47 A catastrophic puzzle 

Not too difficult. 

For those who don't know how to solve this type of problem, here's an 
explanation . First draw a Venn diagram. You do this by drawing a 
square to represent all cats, and then within it you can draw three 
intersecting circles - the circles representing the cats who eat fish , liver, 
and ch icken, respectively. 

Where two circles overlap is an area where both foods are eaten, and 
where all three circles overlap is where all three foods are eaten. 
Finally, the area outside the circles and within the square represents 
those cats who eat none of the foods. 

F 

c 

L 

N 

To make things clearer, we have marked the spaces in our diagram with 
letters: 

FCL= AU foods 
N=None of the foods 
F= Fish only 
C= Chicken only 
L= Liver only 
FC= Fish and chicken (where F and C overlap) 
FL= Fish and liver 
CL= Chicken and liver 
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Now we are told that no cat eats all three foods, therefore we can put a 
zero in space FCl. 

And since we know that one cat eats none of the foods, we can put a 1 in 
space N. 

Because two cats eat neither liver nor chicken , then the number of cats 
in all spaces which ~on't contain an L or a C must be 2. There are two 
such spaces - Nand F - and since N contains a 1, then F must also 
contain 1. 

Now, three cats eat neither fish nor chicken, so the number of cats in 
spaces without a For C must be 3. There are two such spaces - Nand 
L, and since N contains ai , L must be 2. 

And so on. At the end, when you have gone through all the conditions, 
and all the areas are accounted for, you can count up just how many 
cats there are - and the answer is 10. 

48 Susan 's perfect man 

This is another logical puzzle, slightly more difficult than most, but if you 
first build up a list of the attributes of each of the four men present 
without considering who has which , you will find that the men present 
comprise: 

one who is lall , dark, slim, and brown-eyed; 
one 'who is lall , not dark, slim and brown-eyed; 
one who is tall , dark, not slim and nol brown-eyed; 
one who is not tall, dark, slim and brown-eyed. 

At this point you can consider each of the possibilities in regard to how 
the four men fit the attributes. The only valid assignment is if Arthur is 
the ideal man. 
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49 An interesting pair of series 

Although I am aware of an analytical solution to this problem, it is 
relatively easy to solve by brute force, using a simple computer 
program - at least, insofar as B2, A4, and B4 are concerned. Beyond 
that I'm afraid I don't have any answers, although since I first became 
aware of the problem, some twenty years ago, I have been told that 
either A5 or B5 must have in excess of 100 digits each. So I certainly 
would not want to have to check any answer that any reader sent in . 

Anyway, B2= A4= 120. and B4= 730236. 

50 Another pyramid problem 

This puzzle is not too easy to solve by analysis. but before it can be 
solved by micro, you need to set up the equation for each successive 
row of balls. These would be: 

1, 3, 6,10. 15,21 •. 
i.e . 1. 1 +2,1 +2+3,1 + 2+ 3+ 4,1 + 2+ 3+ 4+ 5, etc. 

and the nIh layer would contain: 

1 + 2+ 3+4+5+ ... + n=(1 + n)xn/2. 

The sum of each successive layer can then be computed and 
accumulated without the need for further analysis, and the only 
possible solution in which this sum is a perfect square (apart from the 
case when there are just four ball-bearings) is when there are 48 layers. 

This gives a total of 196,000 balls which is the square of 140. 
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51 A number and its square 

This is a problem which requires a great deal of knowledge of number 
theory to solve by analytical means, and since this book is concerned 
with microcomputer methods, then that's the procedure we'd 
recommend . 

Nevertheless, it is apparent that the number and its square must 
contain three and six digits respectively, since no two-digit number 
when squared give a seven-digit number. Similarly, no four-digit 
number squared gives a five-digit number. 

Furthermore, since there is only one of each digit, the number cannot 
end in 1 or 5 or 6 (since its square would also then end in the same digit). 
If you think about the problem a bit, you can eliminate a 101 of the 
permutations, but don't overdo the thought since the beauty of the 
micro solution is thaI it's easier to program the simple solution, even 
though the running time might be longer. 

The simplest way, though probably not the fastest, is to generate all 
combinations of three·digit numbers using a simple loop, and to test the 
string value of the square of these for the necessary criteria. 

Anyway, there are two possible solutions : 

567 squared which equals 321 ,489. 
854 squared which equals 729,316. 

52 A long-winded fraction 

There are two possible solutions, 

166666 

666664 4 and 
199999 

999995 5 

In fact, you can add as many 6s to top and bottom of the first fraction , or 
95 to the second fraction without changing the result, providing you 
keep the same number of digits in both numerator and denominator. 
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53 The infernal triang le 

The answer is that X= 30°, But if you measured it firs t and then 
managed to prove that it was 30°, then you are disqualified, even 
though that would be difficult enough. 

The most elegant proof that we know goes as follows: 

(1) Draw an arc about B with radius BE to cut AB and F and BC 
produced at G. Join EG and EF, 
(2) 6. AEB and 6. BDC are both isosceles. Therefore AE = EB and 
BD~BG . 

(3) 6.BEG is equilateral and 6. BEF is isosceles since BF:: BE ::BG. 
(4) Hence 6. AFE=fj ECG, since 
AE~ BE= EG 

{FAE= {GEG= 20' 
{AFE= {EGG= 1 00' 
Therefore, EF= CG. 
(5) Now BF= BG and BD= BC, therefore FD=CG, and hence FD=FE. 
(6) Thus DEF is isosceles, and LFDE = LFED= So<'. 
Therefore angle X= 80o - 50o=30°. 

54 The ladder and the wall 

At first sight, this problem leaves you with a quartic equation needing 
solution , which of course, if you know how. can easily be handled by 
those of you with micros. 

However. a simple substitution trick can avoid this need and you will 
only have to handle a quadratic equation. which of course, can be 
solved by formula . 

Let the distance from floor to top of ladder be x It . 
Let the distance from walt to bottom of ladder be y ft. 

Then , the two basic equations for these two va riables are obtained by 
Pythagoras. and similar triangles, respectively. 

(1) x+ y= 225 

(2) (x - 3) 3 

3 (y-3) 
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Equation (2) simplifies to 3(x+y):: xy. 
Equation (1) can be transformed into (x+ y) - 2xy::22S. 

At this point. il we substitute p lor (x+y), and q lor xy, we can obtain a 
quadratic equation in p or q, allowing us to calculate first p and q, and 
then by back·substitution x and y. 

The two possible solutions (since x and yare interchangeable) are 
14.51SSand 3.7810. 

55 More ladders and walls 

Again , as with the earlier ladder problem, al first sight we have here 
another formidable quartic equation to solve presumably by brute·lorce 
computing methods. Well , if you did the problem that way, fine - it 
shows'that you are making good use 01 your micro - but, as you will see, 
the problem can also be solved more elegantly than that. 

From the original diagram the following pair of equations can be readily 
obtained (pythagoras and similar triangles) . 

(1) 30-a2= 2S- b2 

(2) 1 1 1 

a b h 

Equation (1) simplifies to (a-b) (a+ b) 
Equation (2) simplifies to (a+b) 

ab 

= 2S x l' . 
25 

126 

Now, if we make use of the fact that the ladders intersect exactly 504 em 
above the ground, this implies that irrational solutions are to be 
avoided, and a closer examination of the two equations above will 
reveal lhat a= 18 and b=7 satisfy the requirements. 

These values, in turn , give the distance between the ladders as 24 
metres. 
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56 Reflections at a corner 

As we said, the beauty of this problem is in the simple method of 
solution, and the tiUe of the puzzle should have provided a fair clue as to 
this method. 

The problem can be solved from start to finish by trigonometry and 
calculus, but it is so much easier if you consider the concept of light 
reneeting from a plane mirror. 

In other words , the shortest distance between A and B via 0 is the same 
as A were on the other side 01 the wall at A' and equidistant from A. 

Then the straight line A'OB gives the shortest distance, and by 
trigonometry: 

tan BA'O = 
so 80sin sao 

A'O 30+ 30+80 cos 60" 

and the length 00= 30 tan BA'O= 20.78 metres. 

y 

a 

--/~ ",0 

AO 0 A 
X 
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57 The census taker 

The door number was 91. The reasoning is as follows: 

1296 can be splil inlo three factors in a variely of ways , and providing 
that each group of three faclors always adds up to a differenllolallhen il 
would be a relatively simple matter for the census laker to have 
deduced the appropriate factors. She would have had no need for any 
further information, and this problem would have been solvable. 

However, the fact that the man said that she would need the extra 
informalion aboullhe number 01 cars implies thaI there was more than 
one way in which the door number could be expressed as the sum of 
three factors of 1296. 

The only possible door number to conform to this criterion is 91 , which 
can be made up in two ways: 

1, 18, 72 and 2. 8, 81. 

Hence the door number was 91 . 

58 A number crossword 
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59 Another number crossword 

60 A sequence of primes 

A straighlforward slog , using the prime number generator subroutine 
that appears elsewhere in this text. However, you should want to 
restrict your searching as much as possible. For instance, if you want to 
see if there are two consecutive primes which add up to the required 
value, then clearly, their values are going to be about 53,000 each, so 
there'd be little point in starting the generation at 1. 

Anyway, the answer is that the value of 106,620 can be made up of six 
consecutive prime numbers: 

17,74717,749 17,761 17,78317,789 and 17,791. 
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The final test of the Prize Puzzle awai ts you 
. .. if you stay the course! 

Hours of puzzling pleasure for computer 
enthusiasts ... or for anyone with an 

insati;tble appetite fo r twenty-four carat 
brainteasers! 

0330282670 

U.K. £2.95 
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